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ABSTRACT
The aim of the study was to investigate the assessment
and treatment of stance symmetry and sway after stroke
and was divided into 3 parts.
Stage 1;
Sway and stance symmetry were surveyed with the
Nottingham Balance Platform (NBP), a computerised limb
load monitor. Over 400 volunteers of both sexes and a
wide age range were recruited. There were significant
differences between the sexes for both sway (p<0.05) and
stance symmetry (p<O.Ol) and significant correlations
between age and sway (p<O.OOl) and stance symmetry
(p<O.OOl). Thus, normative data was provided.
Stage 2;
Patients were surveyed to examine these variables after
stroke and their relationships with age, falls and motor
and ADL function. A consecutive sample of 92 patients
underwent 2 assessments, 4 months apart, between 2 and 9
months post-stroke. Abnormal stance symmetry was seen,
which improved with time (p<O.01) and correlated with
functional measures (p<.001), length of stay and age.
Abnormal sway values also present, improved with time
(p<O.Ol). A significant relationship existed between sway
values and falls frequency (p<O.01), but there was no
significant association with functional abilities, age or
sex.
Stage 3;
A single-blind randomised-controlled trial was conducted
with 26 stroke patients to assess the value of visual
feedback training. Patients demonstrating asymmetry were
randomly allocated to two groups. Group A received visual
feedback and Group B a placebo program, incorporated into
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12 physiotherapy sessions. Independent assessments of
motor and ADL function were completed at the start (0
weeks) and end of treatment (4 weeks) and at 8 weeks.
Initially, there were no significant differences between
the groups. At 4 weeks, stance symmetry and measures of
function were significantly better for the treatment
group than controls (p<0.05), but not at the final
assessment. The improvement, although maintained, did not
continue after treatment. The results support the further
use of feedback techniques to improve standing posture
after stroke.
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1.1 Definition of stroke
1.2 Incidence and prevalence
1.3 Cost and burden of care
1.4 Patterns of recovery and disability
1.5 Falls and sway
1.6 Physical therapy
1.7 Feedback
1.8 Skill acquisition theory
1.9 Physiological recovery
1.10 Summary and aims
1.1 Definition of stroke
The World Health Organisation defines stroke as;
'Rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or global)
disturbance of cerebral function, lasting more than 24
hours or leading to death, with no apparent cause other
than of vascular origin.' (Aho et al 1980)
The resulting impairment depends on the site and extent
of the damage. The patient can experience motor loss
(commonly down one side; hemiplegia), complete or partial
loss of speech, disorders of sensory and cognitive
functions and emotional disturbance. Singularly or in
combination these impairments can result in severe loss
of functional abilities, ranging from simple self-care
activities such as feeding and toileting to the more
complex tasks of driving and working.
1.2 Incidence and prevalence
Cerebrovascular disease is the third commonest cause of
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death in Britain. The national average of stroke
mortality is 100 per 100,000 per year (Fratiglioi et al
1983). Although the trends suggest that the incidence of
stroke in the Western World is decreasing (Whisnant
1984), recent estimates are still as high as 250 per
100,000 per year (Aho et al 1980). The incidence
increases dramatically with age, with rates as high as
2,000 per 100,000 in those over 85 years (Bamford et al
1988)•
Prevalence is more difficult to estimate and results
differ depending on the inclusion criteria and survey
design. The most recent survey in Britain (Weddell 1980)
estimates a rate of 549 per 100,000, (800 age 55-64,
2,800 age 65-74).
1.3 Cost and burden of care
Calculating the number who have permanent handicap
resulting from their stroke is difficult because of the
effects of age. Many elderly stroke survivors may have
been handicapped before their stroke. An estimated 30% of
stroke survivors remain dependant in self-care activities
at 6 months post-stroke. This proportion increases with
age with as many as 75% of those over 85 years becoming
dependant (Bamford 1990).
The proportion of patients with residual motor impairment
is unclear. Again, problems with the accuracy of
assessment and the complicating factors of age result in
a wide range of estimates ranging from 50-80% (Wade
1985). Whichever is the most accurate, it indicates that
there is a large number of stroke patients requiring care
for a long time. This brings with it a financial burden
not only for in-patient care, but also for out-patient
therapy and community services. It has been estimated
(Harris 1971) that stroke survivors account for one-
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quarter of all severely disabled people in the community.
The chronic nature of the disease is reflected in the
work load of district nurses, a recent survey in
Nottingham demonstrated that 50% of the stroke patients
they care for are more than 2 years post-stroke (Barer
1988).
The cost to the National Health Service is estimated to
be nearly 5% of the total budget (Wade et al 1985) and it
is the fourth most expensive disease in the United States
(Hartunian et al 1980). The cost is thought to be related
to physical disability and length of hospital stay rather
than medical treatment and investigations (Wade and
Langton Hewer 1987)
At present no estimates of the cost of physiotherapy,
either nation-wide or in the Nottingham Health District
exist. It is difficult to generalise as the amount of
physiotherapy contact varies greatly between districts
and units and is related to the severity of the stroke.
Intense and individual therapy is the usual method of
treatment, patients rarely attend group sessions. In the
specialist stroke unit in Nottingham, fifteen patients
share three full-time physiotherapists and the average
length of stay is sixteen weeks, obviously an expensive
approach to care.
1.4 Patterns of Recovery and Disability
The natural history of the recovery of stroke is not well
documented. A commonly held view point is that the
majority of recovery is complete by three months and
continues more slowly up to six months (Wade et al 1983,
Andrews et al 1981), the speed and degree of recovery is
very variable. Other authors have suggested that recovery
is possible for a much longer period of time (Bach-y-Rita
1987, Fugl-Meyer 1975), but it appears to be those most
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seriously
(Lindmark
affected that demonstrate later
1988) and this may be adaptive
improvement
improvement
rather than true recovery.
The initial density of limb paresis has prognostic value
when applied to a group of patients. Poor motor function
is related to an increase in fatality, independence and
subsequent placement (Feigensen et al 1977, Andrews et al
1981, Logigian et al 1983). Urinary incontinence, age, IQ
and arm function are other prognostic indicators (Wade
1987). Therefore it would appear that the severity of the
lesion and existing level of neuromuscular function
combine to dictate the outcome.
The most frequently noted sequela of motor impairment
after stroke is hemiplegia (Gautier and Pullicino 1985),
which produces asymmetry of both gait and posture.
Patients tend to exhibit abnormal patterns of stance and
gait and these are described extensively in physiotherapy
texts (Bobath 1978, Davies 1985). Such texts also claim a
propensity for patients to follow the same abnormal
weight bearing pattern and favour their unaffected leg.
It is perhaps because these abnormalities are so obvious
and have been acknowledged and documented for decades,
that research evidence substantiating clinical
observation has only come in recent years.
There is now research evidence to substantiate the
clinical observation that some stroke patients stand with
less of their body-weight through their affected leg.
Dickstein et al (1984) in a survey of foot-ground
pressure of 23 hemiplegic patients (mean age 71 years),
found that 20 (87%) favoured their unaffected leg to
carry their body weight. The degree of asymmetry
differed significantly from a group of elderly controls.
Caldwell et al (1986) and Bohannon and Larkin (1985)
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obtained similar results using
with younger patients (mean
respectively), but again with
digital
ages 57
very small
weighing scales
and 55 years
samples (10 and
25). As yet, no large scale cross-sectional studies of
consecutive stroke admissions have been completed and so
we are still not able to realistically estimate the
magnitude of the problem.
Two studies have calculated the percentage of body-weight
on the unaffected leg. Shumway-Cook et al (1988) in a
survey of 16 stroke patients (mean age 66 years, mean
time since onset of 5.3 weeks) calculated that the
unaffected leg carried 70%. Mizrahi et al (1989)
examined 16 stroke patients (mean age 61 years, mean time
since onset of 11.8 weeks) and calculated an asymmetry of
24%, ie carrying 74% on the unaffected leg. There is
little difference between the results, which is
unexpected considering the mean times since onset. One
explanation is that the patients in Mizrahi's study had
recovered further (therefore not a directly comparable
sample), another is that stance asymmetry does not follow
a pattern of recovery. These unexpected results may be
due to the small numbers involved or the selection
procedure.
Studies of weight distribution in normal adults have
found that a small degree of asymmetry is usually
present. Caldwell et al (1986) examined two groups, one
of young women aged 19-25 (mean 21) and one of elderly
women aged 61-83 (mean 70) and found the difference in
weight distribution to be up to 12% in young women and
16% in the elderly group. However only small numbers
were used, ten in each group. Murray and Peterson (1973)
reported a difference of up to 15% from a sample of 40
men (age range 20-60, mean 38). In the only study
looking at both sexes together Dickstein et al (1984)
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calculated from a group of 11 normal elderly (mean age
71) a 90% confidence interval of the mean of up to a 8%
difference.
It is presumed that abnormal weight bearing through the
affected limb is linked with impaired motor function and
in turn decreased functional ability. However little work
has been done on the the relationship between these three
factors and the existing work has only examined the
relationship between motor function and functional
abilities, not abnormal stance symmetry. Smith et al
(1985) in a short report, found a strong relationship
between motor function and independence in self-care
activities at the time of discharge from hospital, but
the results have to be interpreted with caution as both
the measures
subjectively
standardised.
of motor power and independence were made
and the assessments had not been
Hamrin et al (1982) examined 37 stroke
patients and found a relationship between knee strength
and locomotion (as measured on an ordinal scale) and
elbow strength and ADL performance. Bohannon (1989) also
found a relationship between muscle strength in seven
lower limb muscle groups and standing capacity (measured
on an ordinal scale), in a group of 33 stroke patients.
1.5 Palls and Sway.
In clinical practice falls are recognised as a serious
and common complication of stroke (Wade et al 1985, Wayne
Massey 1987). However, although the consequences of a
fall and the subsequent fear of falling can be an
obstacle to successful rehabilitation, there is little
data on the incidence of falls in a stroke population.
Moskowitz (et al 1972) followed a group of 518 stroke
patients for ten years and found that during this time
3.1% had sustained a fractured hip.
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By comparison, falls in the elderly, in both community
and institutionalized settings, have been extensively
investigated. Unfortunately methodological differences
in subject selection and the units used to express rates
hinder comparison. In a review article Downton (1987)
concluded that these difficulties make it impossible to
estimate the rate of falls in hospital, sheltered
accommodation or in residential care. The rate in the
community for those over 65 years is approximately 30%
per year, with women falling more than men and an
increase in rate with increasing age. Blake et al (1988)
conducted a survey of 1042 elderly people in the
Nottinghamshire Health District and reported a falls rate
of one or more per year for 35% of the sample and again
found an increased rate with age and in women. Fallers
had significantly weaker hand grips and reduced mobility.
In another community survey, Campbell et al (1981) found
that fallers were more likely to have decreased mobility
levels and use a walking aid. Prudham et al (1981)
reported from a study of 2,793 elderly people living at
home in the North East of England that those with a
stroke were more likely to be in the group who had fallen
in the previous year.
Postural sway is the term used to describe the movement
of the body during standing. It is thought to be the
result of muscular activity in the 'anti-gravity'
muscles, reflecting the dynamic nature of posture and
balance. Sheldon (1963) first suggested that there may be
a relationship between postural sway and falls in the
elderly. Since then there have been several studies with
somewhat conflicting results. Comparison is difficult
because of the different methods of measuring sway, of
recording and classifying falls and because of
differences in subject group and selection.
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Most of the investigators have measured sway and then
gathered information on falls retrospectively. In two
of the earlier studies the 'Wright's Ataxiameter' (Wright
1971) was used to measure sway. Overstall et a1 (1977)
found a relationship between a reported history of falls
(excepting trips) and an increase in sway. The majority
(88%) of the sample of 243 elderly people (mean age 76)
lived at home. In a study of 151 institutionalized
elderly, Brocklehurst et al (1982) found that 62 (41%)
reported one or more falls in the past year. The subjects
were divided into three age bands for analysis. Only the
middle age band, 75-84 years, showed a statistically
significant relationship between reported falls and an
increase in sway.
Since then more sophisticated methods of measurement have
been employed, namely a computerised biomechanics
platform measuring ground reaction forces. In a survey
of 50 single women living in an apartment block,
Lichtenstein et al (1988) compared the reported history
of falls in the previous year with sway and found a
positive relationship between the number of falls and
increased sway area. In another study Ring et al (1988)
examined three groups, two groups of fallers either with
a recent wrist fracture or a reported history of falling
in the last few months and a group of elderly non-
fallers. All were subjected to an artificial visual
stimulus while standing on a force platform. Both groups
of fallers had significantly higher levels of sway than
the controls.
In the only prospective study, Fernie et al (1982)
recorded sway at the pelvis with displacement transducers
and then followed a cohort of 205 institutionalized
elderly for a year. Falls were recorded if they were
observed by staff or reported by the subjects. There was
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a significant difference in the speed
fallers being slower than fallers, but
measurement indicated a tendency to
possible to predict those who fell.
of sway with non-
although the sway
fall it was not
There have also been conflicting results, in one study of
71 hospital in patients and elderly members of the
community (Imms et al 1981), no association was found
between sway and a reported history of falls. However,
other measures of gait abnormality such as step length
and walking speed were found in those with a history of
falling.
Studies examining the relationship between sway values
(as measured by a force platform) for stroke and non-
stroke controls are in agreement that stroke patients
have significantly higher levels of sway. In the first
of these Seliktar et al (1978) examined 18 stroke
patients but do not provide details of the ages or the
time since onset. Shumway-Cook et al (1988) included 16
stroke patients (mean age 82 years) with a mean time
since stroke onset of 5.4 weeks. Mizrahi et al (1989)
found similar results with a very different group of 16
stroke patients (mean age 60 years, mean time since onset
of 11.8 weeks). Although these studies show similar
results they have all used very small numbers of strokes
and perhaps more importantly set the normal limits with
even smaller numbers of controls. As yet, the recovery of
postural sway values after stroke has not been reported.
1.6 Physical Therapy
Before the successful introduction of the Salk vaccine in
the 1950s the main focus of neurological physiotherapy
was to treat the large numbers of adults and children
suffering from poliomyelitis. As this disease resulted in
lower motor neuron damage the main emphasis of treatment
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was the reeducation of the affected or weakened muscles.
Gradually physiotherapists turned their attention to
those with lesions of the central nervous system (CNS),
resulting from strokes, cerebral palsy and head injury.
This led to the development of neurophysiological
approaches to treatment. Therapists concentrated their
efforts on pathological movement patterns rather than
specific muscle weakness, training the whole body
including the affected side rather than trying to achieve
compensation by the unaffected side A number of
different concepts and approaches to 'neuromuscular'
treatment were born (Rood 1956, Knott and Voss 1968,
Brunnstrom 1970, Bobath 1978).
Unfortunately they all share one similarity, they have
not been adequately formally evaluated. Comparative
studies of different approaches to treatment have yet to
show any statistical differences in functional outcome
between groups (Stern et al 1970, Basmajian 1971,
Dickstein et al 1986, Lord et al 1986, Basmajian 1987,
Wagenaar et al 1990). Methodological inadequacies are
present in the selection of patients, size of the sample,
lack of randomisation and absence of standardised outcome
measures. The only significant result was the increased
length of hospital admission for those receiving the
'neuromuscular' training (Lord and Hall 1986).
In rehabilitation, more so than other areas of medicine,
the results of animal studies are not directly applicable
to humans. In one animal study (using monkeys) (Black et
al 1975) the cortical pre-central forelimb control are
was surgically removed from one side of the brain. The
subjects received active training for either the
contralateral forelimb, the ipsilateral forelimb or both
forelimbs and the training started immediately or after 4
months and lasted for 6 months for both groups.
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Functional recovery was better in those receiving
training to the week hand or both hands and enhanced if
training was initiated early
More generalised studies of therapy after stroke have not
attempted to examine the content or quality of therapy,
but have looked at gross measures such as the amount,
frequency and timing of therapy received. This brings
other complicating factors, it has been demonstrated that
patients with severe stroke receive more physiotherapy,
as do patients with shoulder pain. Thus physiotherapy
correlates with severity and shoulder pain (Brockelhurst
et al 1978). Wade et al (1984) failed to find any
specific beneficial effects of therapy, but identified
similar associations between the severity of the stroke
and the amount of therapy received.
Two randomised controlled (Smith et al 1981, Stevens et
al 1984) trials have compared specialised units with more
generalised care (ie, medical wards) and demonstrated a
slight, dose-related improvement in function for the
patients in the stroke units. Two other trials (Smith et
al 1982, Hamrin 1982) have produced evidence of an
increased rate of recovery for patients receiving therapy
early, but it did not affect the long term outcome. The
most recent study (Sivenius et al 1985) concluded that
both early and intensive physiotherapy improved
functional outcome at 3 months and although this
difference persisted at 6 and 12 months, it was no longer
statistically significant at the later assessments.
The most common 'neuromuscular' training method is that
•
developed by Bobath (1978) and this treatment approach is
routinely used in Nottingham (Crow 1988). A recent
review of the latest textbook of this theory criticised
it as '• • grossly unscientific, • • • replete with erroneous
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statements and • • • compromised by the inclusion of
numerous suppositions and many nostrums'(Bohannon 1990).
The paucity of evidence of the effects of physiotherapy
contrast greatly with the amount of therapeutic time and
expense allocated to these patients. To some extent it
would be difficult to claim that physiotherapy has no
effect and thus ethical approval for studies in which
patients have no access to a physiotherapist has been
denied (Smith 1982, Gresham 1986). It is the
heterogeneous nature of stroke and the complexity of
physiotherapy intervention that has hindered evaluation.
Not only do therapists provide physical maintenance and
training, but also psychological support for the patient
and family. Maintaining optimism and motivation must play
a part in successful rehabilitation. However, prolonged
intervention aimed at impossible goals may concentrate
the patient on their impairments and prolong their
reliance on the 'sick role' (Armstrong 1983), ultimately
restricting their independence.
Another reason for the lack of evaluation is that, until
recently, appropriate assessments of motor function did
not exist. Standardised scales that can be used in both
clinical practice and research have been developed but
remain unused in the majority of physiotherapy
departments. The root of therapists reluctance to
evaluate their intervention in a formal way lies in their
initial training. Therapists are not taught the basic
skills of critically evaluating written work.
It would now be very difficult to formally evaluate these
different approaches to treatment as physiotherapists
tend to generalise their treatments, picking and choosing
different techniques from various concepts. The
integration of the neurophysiological approach into other
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forms of therapy and nursing care would also hinder
comparison. To some extent it could be seen as a
pointless exercise as randomised controlled trials
indicate that it is the amount of therapeutic time (not
necessarily the technique) that is important, but it
would have wider implications such as justifying the cost
of postgraduate training.
However, new forms of treatment are being developed as
more information becomes available through the
biomechanical and behavioural analysis of motor
impairment. One of these is the incorporation of external
feedback into therapeutic treatments.
1.7 Feedback
In the normal adult the control of motor tasks depends on
accurate sensory feedback. The concept of augmenting that
feedback to allow the person to control physiological
actions developed from the field of psychology. Feedback
has been defined as
a process by which man might gain control over his
physiology, using available instruments to transduce
biological information into appropriate sensory cues.'
(Wolf 1979).
During the 1970s and 1980s external methods of feedback
have been used to enhance skill acquisition after stroke.
The advantage of using equipment to enhance the verbal
and tactile feedback from the therapist is that it is
quantifiable and precise (Wolf 1979). It can also provide
more sensitive measures than the visual and tactile
subjective evaluation of the therapist (Basmajian and De
Luca 1985).
- 16-
Electromyographic biofeedback (EMG) for stroke has been
widely used and investigated over the last 25 years in
North America and parts of Europe. It is seldom used by
physiotherapists in Great Britain (De Weerdt and Harrison
1985). In a recent review of EMG treatment for the upper
limb Ince (et al 1985) explained that the majority of the
published work contained design flaws, preventing any
conclusion. However, six papers had sufficiently sound
methodology and the results suggest that EMG biofeedback
is at least comparable with exercise therapy. Since that
review two papers have indicated that EMG biofeedback
compares favourably with neuromuscular approaches to
treatment (Crow et al 1990, Basmajian et al 1987), but
failed to find any long term carry-over of treatment
effects.
The effects of augmented feedback on postural control
have been less extensively studied. Yet, research from
North America, utilizing postural feedback devices have
demonstrated some improvements in standing posture. The
first of these was by Wannstedt and Herman (1978) who
used augmented sensory feedback via an auditory signal
provided by the information from a limb load monitor. Of
the 30 ambulatory stroke patients included, 27 (77%)
corrected their symmetry of weight bearing by enhancing
their limb loading on the paretic limb, when introduced
to the feedback signal. Unfortunately there was no
control group and the paper does not report any
physiotherapy input to monitor standing posture.
More recently, Shumway-Cook et al
plate information to provide centre
to 16 hemiplegic patients and to
(1988) used force
of pressure feedback
provide an accurate
assessment of stance symmetry and sway characteristics.
They compared this with conventional therapy in 8 control
group patients. The experimental group received twenty
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sessions of a two minute duration of feedback over two
weeks, a physiotherapist also provided postural
correction. The control group received twenty sessions of
standing practice with a physiotherapist. The
experimental group were found to significantly increase
their symmetry of limb loading but no change was found in
overall sway patterns. Subjects were not randomly
allocated to either the control or treatment group and it
is questionable wether conventional therapy (to which the
patients would be very familiar) is an adequate control
to the exposure to new and interesting equipment.
The above studies made the assumption that postural
symmetry was linked to functional ability and that
patients would automatically be able to transfer their
newly learned skills to functional, task-orientated
movement. Two studies have examined the transfer of
skills learned from postural training to gait, with
conflicting results.
In the most recent study, Winstein et al (1989) provided
visual feedback from force plate information to an
experimental group of 17 hemiplegic patients. These
subjects were trained an average of 30 to 45 minutes per
day, five days a week, for three to four weeks. Both the
experimental group and a control' group of 21 matched
subjects received conventional physiotherapy during the
trial period. At the end of the study the experimental
group achieved a more symmetrical standing posture than
the control group, but this difference did not persist
for measures of gait performance. Again it is possible
to question the adequacy of the control, especially as
the experimental group received more therapy treatment
time in total and in the light of work discussed above,
it would seem that the amount of therapy received can
affect outcome.
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A report of two single case 'ABAB' designs (De Weerdt
1989) described the effects of visual feedback on weight
distribution and gait. Patients received EMG biofeedback
to the arm in week
B. An immediate
symmetry of weight
A and visual feedback training in week
and substantial improvement in the
distribution was demonstrated and this
was sustained over time. Some carryover to the gait
pattern was seen but there was no measurable improvement
in gross motor function. The paper does not give the
frequency or duration of treatment, so the total
treatment time is unclear, therefore it may be
unrealistic to expect large behavioural changes. It is
also difficult to generalise the results of two patients
to a larger stroke population.
It would seem that the question of patients ability to
transfer training has not been closely examined with
postural skills. This aspect has been examined for
cognitive abilities, but a poor carryover to functional
tasks was found (Wood and Fussey 1987, Towle et al 1988).
Further work in this area is needed.
1.8 Skill acquisition theory
Therapy after stroke is essentially directed at teaching
the patient new skills, helping the patient regain the
ability to perform everyday tasks. Learning new skill
involves the complex interaction of many systems. The
process is a dynamic one and involves both conscious and
automatic motor control, the proportion of which changes
as the task becomes more familiar. Firstly, it is helpful
to consider this process in the normal, non-
neurologically impaired adult.
Gentile (1987) classifies behaviour in everyday tasks on
three levels;
1. Action, the gross, goal orientated change
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2. Movement, the means by which the action is achieved.
Movement consists of components that are sequenced into a
pattern, eg gait.
3. Neuromotor processes, organizational mechanisms within
the eNS
The relationship between these levels is not a constant
one. It depends on the task to be completed and is
influenced by biomechanical components (such as weight
and height), as well as environmental demands. There is
debate as to the influence of the persons prior knowledge
of the results (Lee et al 1990) and the processes of
ordering planned movement (Ulrich 1990). The exact
influence of the demands of the task on different
components of sensory-motor functioning in the normal
adult has yet to be identified and lies outside the topic
of this thesis. However, without knowledge of this
relationship it is still possible to describe the general
process of skill acquisition.
Initially the person uses sensory modalities to
apprecia te the purpose or goal of the action, the next
stage involves the integration of neural processes and
finally the motor, goal-orientated action. The person
then judges the feedback from their action and modifies
the process. Practise continues until the process becomes
more efficient and the action more accurate. During this
learning process the action becomes increasingly
automatic, it requires less conscious effort.
In the neurologically impaired, skill acquisition and
motor learning are impeded by difficulties in sensory
input, neuronal organization, motor output or any
combination of these. The interruption of the action,
movement or neuromotor process will result in reduced
functional ability. Physiotherapists retrain normal
- 20-
movement by providing information to
tactile, visual or verbal clues.
treatment on the resulting changes
their patients via
They base their
in their patients
performance, monitored by their experience, feeling and
watching for changes. Apart from recently published work
from Australia (Carr et al 1987), physiotherapy theory
claims that therapists actually enhance the process of
neuronal recovery. It would seem more likely that,
unintentionally, therapists were improving sensory input
by providing feedback.
1.9 Physiological Recovery
As was discussed above, the majority of patients exhibit
some degree of spontaneous recovery. There are several
theories as to the mechanisms involved. Wade (1985),
reviewing the work of Laurence and Stein (1978) describes
recovery as;
1. Intrinsic-a return of neurological control.
2. Adaptive-the use of new tactics to achieve functional
goals.
These
depend
(eNS).
defini tions are not mutually exclusive, as both
on changes within the central nervous system
Intrinsic
Von Monakow (1914) first identified a process he called
'diaschisis' in which he claimed that focal neural damage
not only destroyed some tissue, but interfered with the
functioning of neural areas related to the damaged area.
This concurs with the present concept of neural shock in
which cerebral oedema and biochemical changes inhibit
neural functioning in areas not directly damaged and
gradually revert over time. Innoue et al (1980) used CT
scans to examine this process and found that it may occur
for up to 8 weeks post-stroke. This theory has support
from pharmaceutical studies demonstrating improvements in
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function after the administration of amphetamines (Meyer
1972, Crisostomo et al 1988) and anticholinesterase drugs
(Luria et al 1969).
Other investigators have proposed
regenerate (Nieto-Sampedro 1985) or
axons sprout into denervated areas
1978). Although animal studies have
these processes, it is thought to
that damaged axons
that unaffected
(Johnson and Almli
demonstrated both
be unlikely that
behavioural changes in humans can result (Laurence and
Stein 1978, Braun 1978).
Adaptive
A more popular concept is that of functional
substitution. Undamaged areas are thought to take over
the function of those affected. This ability is thought
to decline with age and it has been demonstrated that
functional recovery from the same lesion is better in
the very young (Hicks and D'Amato 1970, Kinsbourne 1974)
who exhibit greater neural plasticity.
Experiments examining the role of environmental changes
have demonstrated improvements in function brought about
by enriched environmental stimulus in both animals (Einon
et al 1980) and neurologically damaged patients
(Gazzaniga 1978). One explanation is that environmental
stimulus may encourage the patient to use adaptive
behaviours t therefore encouraging the use of existing
neural circuitry. This model has most relevance to the
effects of physical therapy.
Therefore, the mode of action of therapy may be to
increase environmental stimulus and at the same time
provide additional feedback, improving motor learning.
This model also fits the results of clinical trials, in
as much as the amount and timing of therapy appears more
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important than the choice of specific techniques. There
is a need to evaluate therapeutic intervention using this
model. To examine the effects of accurate and precise
feedback of the components of movement when incorporated
into functional goals.
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1.10 Summary and alas of study
From this review it is possible to identify several gaps
in existing knowledge and this study will attempt to
answer some of the questions raised. The research was
conducted in three separate stages and the aims for each
stage are stated below.
Stage 1
To define normal ranges of weight distribution and
postural sway in standing and to show the effects of age
and sex on these variables. The data will be used as a
base line for the studies on stroke patients.
Stage 2
1. To compare stance symmetry and sway after stroke with
the normal values, allowing for age and sex differences
present in the normal population and to determine whether
these differences are still present after a stroke.
2. To examine the recovery of these variables and their
relationship with motor function and activities of daily
living (ADL) performance.
3. To monitor falls following stroke and to examine the
relationship of falls to other variables, such as sway,
stance symmetry, motor function, ADL, length of admission
and age.
Stage 3
To assess the efficacy of visual feedback as a method of
improving stance symmetry and functional ability after
stroke.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN OF STUDY
Individual studies will be discussed in detail in the
next three chapters. However, they share some design
considerations and methodological similarities and these
will be outlined in this chapter.
2.1 Ethical Considerations
2.2 Stroke Register
2.3 Selection of Assessments
Motor Function
Activities of Daily Living (ADL)
Recording Falls;
2.4 Instrumentation
2.5 Data Analysis
2.6 Summary
2.1 Ethical Considerations
All three sections of the research project were approved
by the ethical committee and all of the consultant
physicians and geriatricians caring for stroke patients
in the Not tingham Heal th District. Following the guide-
lines published by the Royal College of Physicians of
London (1990); each subject was asked for their verbal,
informed consent. No risk to the health of these subjects
was anticipated. All records were confidential,
including computer records, where code numbers replaced
the subject's names.
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2.2 Stroke Register
Since 1983, a register has been kept of all new incident
cases of stroke admitted to the medical and health care
of the elderly wards throughout the Nottingham Health
District. Stroke was diagnosed by a medical registrar
compiling the list according to the WHO definition (Aho
et al 1980) and following the WHO (1978) classification.
This was made on clinical signs and symptoms as scanning
facilities are scarce for these patients. Sandercock (et
al 1985) demonstrated that clinical diagnosis was
reliable and sufficiently consistent with the results of
computerised tomography to be of value in surveys or
epidemiological studies.
Demographic details; date of birth, sex, marital status
and stroke details; date, side and admission destination,
were recorded.
2.3 Selection of Assessments
Motor Function
Physiotherapists recognise the need to monitor the
recovery of stroke patients and assessments of motor
function are used routinely in most departments.
Unfortunately, although many assessments have been
designed to measure the physical recovery after stroke,
the majority remain unpublished. Few have been
standardised and even less have been examined for their
reliability (both inter-rater and intra-rater) and
validity. Four published scales have been found to fit
these criteria (Fugl-Meyer et al 1975, Lincoln and
Leadbitter 1979, Carr et al 1985, Lindmark and Hamrin
1988)•
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The Fugl-Meyer Assessment of Sensorimotor Recovery (Fugl-
Meyer et al 1975) consists of 9 sections, containing up
to 15 items. It is a long complicated assessment which
not only measures functional skills but also reflex
activity, balance,
joint motion and
assessment are;
co-ordination,
pain. The
sensation,
limitations
passive
of the
1. The items are
be completed and
2. Parts of the
this study.
not ranked, so the whole assessment must
is therefore very time consuming to use.
assessment are not directly relevant to
3. Intra-rater and inter-rater reliability is poor in
some sections (Duncan et al 1983).
Lindmark and Hamrin (1988a) adapted the Fugl-Meyer
assessment by including items measuring gross mobility
and changing the scoring system and found the new
assessment to be reliable and valid (Lindmark and Hamrin
1988a, Lindmark and Hamrin 1988b). However, the 'Motor
Capacity Assessment' was published after the start of
this study.
The Motor Assessment Scale (Carr et al 1985) consists of
9 sections each of 6 items, ranging from bed mobility to
climbing stair and using a comb. A section measuring
general tonus is included. The limitations of the
assessment are;
1. The assessment is not ranked and is, therefore, very
time consuming.
2. The scoring system is unclear. For example in the
general tonus section, of the six categories flaccidity
rates 1, normal tone rates 4 and hypertonus 6. Also, the
reliability of this section has not been tested.
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The assessment chosen for this study was the 'Rivermead
Motor Assessment' (Lincoln and Leadbitter 1979). This
scale was developed to provide a standardised, ranked
assessment of physical recovery after stroke. The inter-
rater and test-retest reliability have been found to be
acceptable. It was designed as a tool for both routine
clinical use and research purposes. The Rivermead Motor
Assessment consists of three parts (outlined below), each
part consists of between ten and fifteen items and items
are arranged in order of difficulty.
1. Gross Function (13 items)- a measure of functional
ability, which includes items ranging from sitting
unsupported and independent transfers to climbing stairs
and running.
2. Leg and Trunk Function (10 items)- includes items
such as rolling, bridging and tests of leg control.
3. Arm Function (15 items)- includes test items that
start as simple movements and increase in precision.
(For further details of the items included see Appendix
A) •
In the Gross Function section the patient is asked to
perform each item and is simply judged as
dependent/independent. The quality of movement does not
influence the score. In the other two sections the
assessor needs to observe the patient's performance as
the patient may be able to manage the task by using
abnormal or trick movements and so would fail the item.
The assessment is often used in conjunction with other
assessments for research purposes and in clinical use.
The time needed to complete the assessment varies with
the patient's abilities, but is usually less than thirty
minutes.
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As it is a Guttman scaled assessment (Williams et al
1976) there is no need to complete the section once a
patient has failed three consecutive items. One of the
advantages in using a ranked assessment is that it can
save time, another is that the score gives an accurate
indication of the patients functional ability. It was
found to be the most appropriate for this study.
Activities of Daily Living (ADL)
Many assessments have been developed to measure
functional ability or ADt after stroke, but few have been
found to be reliable and valid. Some have only been
tested on a very limited patient group and rarely have
formal administration (observing patients behaviour) and
informal administration (relying on self-reporting either
as an interview or questionnaire) been compared.
Two assessments fulfil these conditions, the 'Nottingham
Ten Point Activity of Daily Living (ADL) Scale' (Ebrahim
et al 1985) and the 'Barthel Index' (Mahoney and Barthel
1965)• The Barthel Index has been widely used but the
scoring system contains some inconsistencies, as some
items are allocated different scores. Although the
assessment demonstrates a hierarchical tendency (Wade and
Langton Hewer 1987), analysis of the strength and
consistency of scaling is not available. To save time it
was necessary to use a ranked assessment that could be
used both formally and informally.
Therefore, only one assessment was suitable and so
functional ability was measured with the 'Nottingham Ten
Point Activity of Daily Living (ADL) Scale'. It is a
Guttman scaled assessment and is reliable if administered
formally or informally. It consists of a scale of ten
items, ranging from drinking and eating to dressing and
bathing. (Further details in Appendix B). Patients are
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scored as independent or dependent on each item, the test
is stopped after three consecutive fails and the score
(which summarises their level of ability) is equal to the
number of the most difficult item successfully completed.
As with the majority of ADL scales the 'Ten Point
Activity of Daily Living Scale' is primarily concerned
with self-care functions, but is of limited use in
assessing the patient's independence in their home where
as more complex ADL tasks are needed. The Frenchay
Activity Index (Wade et al 1985) has been developed to
include social and domestic tasks but unfortunately
reliability data has not been published and the scoring
system is somewhat cumbersome. Another such scale is the
Extended Activities of Daily Living Scale (Nouri and
Lincoln 1987) which is Guttman scaled, reliable and easy
to score.
Consequently, the Extended Activities of Daily Living
Scale was used. (For further details see Appendix C).
Again, it is Guttman scaled, reliable and easy to score.
Four sections are included, mobility, kitchen activities,
domestic tasks and leisure activities. Two sections
contain five items and two six items. The questionnaire
is designed to be completed by the patient or carer and
there are four response categories, on my own, on my own
with difficulty (which both score 1), with help and no
(which score 0). Although the original article reported
difficulties with the scalability of the first section on
mobility more recent work has confirmed that it is indeed
a ranked assessment (Lincoln and Gladman 1991).
Recording ralls
The majority of studies of falls in the elderly or after
stroke have depended on retrospective data (Moskowitz et
al 1972, Prudham et al 1981, Blake et al 1988). The only
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prospective information comes from a
institutionalised elderly (Fernie et al
falls were recorded if they were observed
visitors or reported by the subjects.
population of
1982), where
by staff,
For the purposes of this study a fall was defined as;
'An unexpected loss of balance resulting in a person
coming to rest on the floor or another lower level.'
Initially, a diary was designed to be used for
monitoring the frequency of falls. It was sent by post to
forty stroke patients, living at home, whose names were
taken from the Stroke Register. Subjects (or their
carers) were asked to complete it every day for two
weeks. Thirty five were returned and had been correctly
completed (of the five that were missing, three had
subsequently moved
diaries). However,
fall in that time.
and two refused to complete the
only one patient had experienced a
As the study required a record of
falls for four months, it seemed unlikely that compliance
would be sufficient to maintain a daily diary,
especially if the frequency of falls was so small. The
low frequency also suggested that random sampling using
the diaries would not supply enough detail.
Therefore, information about the frequency of falls was
gathered using a variety of methods. At the initial
assessment patients were asked if they had fallen in
hospital, ward accident reports were examined and staff
were asked to report any falls. Patients were asked to
report any subsequent falls that occurred over the next
four months. At the half way stage between the first and
final assessments, patients were checked by phone or
visited and their carers were also asked to report any
falls. At the final assessment both patients and carers
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(where appropriate) were asked to report any falls in the
study period.
Where possible details of the circumstances and
consequences of the the fall were recorded from
structured interviews. A form was designed for this
purpose, the 'After Fall Interview'. Included were
details such as, time of day, place, length of time on
the floor, the use of professional consultations or
hospital admissions. (see Appendix D)
Before commencing the study, patients were asked to
report any mobility or balance problems or falls in the
year before their stroke. Again a form was developed to
record the data, the 'Initial Interview'. Patients were
also asked questions about their attitude to falls since
their stroke and if they had provision for getting help
once they were at home. (See Appendix E)
Structured interviews were chosen instead of
questionnaires because the method of administration was
more flexible. It is not possible to assess the
reliability of the interviews or to corroborate the data,
as it was retrospective and possibly contained subjective
bias from the patient, carer or hospital staff.
1.4 Instru.entation
The Nottingham Balance Platform (NBP) (De Weerdt et al
1988) is a purpose-built computerised limb load monitor
and was developed for two purposes;
1. To measure body weight distribution between the left
and right feet.
2. To provide a visual feedback training program.
Its constituents are described below (see Figure 2.1)
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Load platforms
There are two limb load platforms which are similar in
size to bathroom scales. They are constructed of metal
with a ribbed rubber upper surface. Each contains a
'Wheatsone Bridge' arrangement of strain gauges which
are situated in all four corners. The output consists of
the total of all four measurements. The load platforms
are embedded in a wooden base to improve stability and
safety. The plinth is large enough to accommodate a
chair and has a ramp for wheelchair access.
Amplifiers
The two amplifiers, two disc drives and the BBC
microcomputer are housed in a purpose built uni t , The
output from the load platforms is amplified before it is
processed by the computer.
High resolution monitor
A twenty four inch colour monitor provides a clear visual
image. It stands on a trolley about 120cms high.
BBC Micro-Computer and disc drives
This allows the input from the load platforms to be
analysed and presented in both graphic and numerical
forms. There are two disc drives, one for the program
disc and one to record the data. The soft ware was
produced by the medical physics department at the Queen's
Medical Centre, Nottingham. It has two main functions,
firstly to analyse the postural information from the
platforms and secondly to provide visual feedback
training (see Figure 2.2). Every day, before the NBP was
used it was necessary to calibrate the input from the
load platforms by equalising the arbitrary numerical
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FIGURE 2.1
The Nottingham Balance Platform
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FIGURE 2.2
The Nottingham Balance Platform (Software)
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values corresponding to the linear output from the
summation of the strain gauge readings.
Data-Acquisition Program
At the start of the test the subject's name, age and the
date are recorded. The subject stands with one foot on
each of the platforms and the subject's body weight
distribution is recorded for thirty seconds at a sampling
rate of ten per second. Therefore, 300 measurements are
made in the test period. This information is presented
graphically, with the x-axis denoting time and the y-axis
arbitrarily divided from 1 to 0 representing the
subject's weight (see Figure 3.2). The pattern of weight-
shift activity throughout the test is drawn and from this
the 'Balance Coefficient' (BC) is calculated. If all the
body weight is on the left leg the BC would equal 1, if
on the right the BC would be 0 and if equally divided it
would be 0.5. It also provides a measurement of postural
sway. The 'Sway Coefficient' (SC) is calculated from the
weight shift activity during the test period. It is
represented by the standard deviation of the weight
distribution. The graph of the weight shift activity
can be either presented on the monitor or printed on
paper and is stored on the data disc.
Feedback Program
This was designed to provide
of the patient's stance
continuous visual feedback
symmetry and weight shift
activity to re-train motor function after stroke. The
visual stimulus was designed to be simple, bright and
easy to understand, as well as being of enough interest
to maintain the patients' attention.
At the start of the session the patient stands on the
right platform and is weighed. Two yellow vertical
columns are then displayed, the patient then stands with
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one foot on each of the platforms and a red trace fills
the yellow column, the scale of which corresponds to the
individuals weight. The signal varies with the patient's
movement and gives the impression of a changing column of
liquid in a tube. As the patient increases weight on the
left foot the red trace moves up the left yellow column
and down on the right (and visa versa). When the two
columns are level within 5% a red triangle appears.
Horizontal lines of different colours are drawn at
intervals between the yellow columns, which can be used
for targeting activities with patients (see treatment
protocol).
Control Program
A static display can be selected for use with the control
group. This consists of two yellow columns both
constantly half filled with red, which do not move as the
patient moves.
Accuracy of the NBP
De Weerdt (1988) reported on the accuracy of the NBP when
tested with standard weights from the Trading Standards
Department. Weights ranging from 5-60kg were used in
combinations, progressing by 5kg steps from 45kg-80kg.
The readings were made over 10 second periods with a
sample rate of 12 per second. The tests were repeated two
days later.
From these readings the Expected Balance Coefficient
(EBC=weight on left/total weight) was calculated and
compared with the Observed Balance Coefficient
(OBC=computer readout), using the equations X(1)=EBC-
OBC(1) and X(2)=EBC-OBC(2). Calculating the mean
difference between the expected and observed readings
gave the results; X(1)=0.0089, X(2)=0.0085, standard
deviations (1)=0.0060, (2)=0.0066). He reported that the
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measurement was reliable and demonstrated no significant
differences between the first and second readings
(p)O.005) and no systematic errors (p)O.005). However,
as a gradually higher amount of weight was shifted from
the left to the right platform a small error did occur
but this was then rectified by using a correction factor
of 0.0087 in the data acquisition program.
Before commencing this study the above test was repeated
using the correction factor of 0.00B7. A wider range of
weights was used, 10kg-80kg as this was thought to be
more representative of the pattern of weight bearing
exhibited by stroke patients. For each test the weights
were adjusted from BOkg on the left platform to 10kg on
the right and then gradually shifted, in Skg steps, until
there was 80kg on the right platform and 10kg on the
left. This was then repeated in the opposite direction
(Le, from right to left) and the whole experiment was
repeated once more. Sixty readings were recorded and the
observed data was compared with the expected readings
using a Pearson product moment correlation (n=60, r=.98,
p<O.OOl). This confirmed that the NBP was an accurate
tool.
Reliability of Postural Measurements
Test-retest reliability of the parameters of standing
weight-bearing symmetry and weight shift activity were
examined with twenty normal subjects. The Balance
Coefficients and Sway Coefficients of fourteen women and
six men were recorded for thirty seconds (sample rate of
ten per second). The test was conducted in the same
manner as with the normal group (see Chapter 3) and
similarly the subjects were unaware of the exact
measurements being made and did not see the results. They
were re-tested after a period of fifteen days. The
results were compared with Pearson product moment
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correlations, which
Coefficient and the
indicated that
Sway Coefficient are
the Balance
reproducible
measures of habitual standing posture.
2.5 Data Analysis
The results were analysed using the computing facilities
and advice of the Cripps Computer Centre, University of
Nottingham. Parametric and non-parametric statistics were
used as necessary, details of the individual tests used
are given in the appropriate chapter.
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2.6 Swmnary
This chapter outlines the methods that are common to the
three parts of the study. It includes a comprehensive
description of the Nottingham Balance Platform and its
reliabili ty as a measurement tool. Each assessment is
described in detail and the rational for choosing each
assessment is discussed.
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CHAPTER3
STANCE SYMMETRY AND SWAY IN HEALTHY ADULTS
3.1 Aims
3.2 Methods
Subjects
Procedure
Data analysis
3.3 Results
3.4 Discussion
3.5 Summary
3.1 AiDlS
The aims were to define normal ranges of weight
distribution and postural sway in standing and to show
the effects of age and sex on these variables. The data
will be used as a base line for the studies on stroke
patients.
3.2 Methods
Subjects
Volunteers were recruited in a number of ways. Posters
advertising for subjects were displayed at the General
Hospi tal and in the local 'Age Concern' office. From
this mainly hospital staff and visitors under the age of
sixty were identified. The Nottingham Balance Platform
(NBP) was then taken to main corridor of the Sherwood
wing of the City hospital one Sunday. The Sherwood wing,
because of its function as an acute care unit for the
elderly, has many elderly visitors, who were then
recruited. The NBP was also taken to two meetings
arranged for people over 50 years at a local community
centre.
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People were asked to participate in a study of balance
but were not told exactly what measures were being
recorded during the test period. Subjects were included
if they were;
a) Independently mobile.
b) Had no reported history of vestibular, neurological or
orthopaedic impairment (including congenital deformity)
c) No uncorrected visual handicap or blindness.
A total of 403 subjects out of a total of approximately
425 who were approached were included, 269 women and 134
men. Several refused to volunteer and a few were using
walking aids and therefore excluded. (For age and sex
details see Table 3.1).
Procedure
The date of the test and the persons age and sex were
recorded.
The subject was asked to stand with one foot on each of
the load platforms. They were instructed to stand wi th
the feet a comfortable distance apart, as they would do
normally, with their arms at their sides and to fix their
gaze on a blue cross placed on the wall, in the midline,
at eye level. Shoes were worn by most of the subjects J
except those young women with high heels, who were asked
to remove them.
The test lasted for thirty seconds using a sampling rate
of ten per second, the weight shift activity was recorded
in graphic form on a floppy disc.
Data Analysis
The SPSSX statistical package was used via the main-frame
facilities of the Cripps Computer Centre. To estimate
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the distribution of the data a graph was drawn of the
frequency.
The relationships between variables were determined by
calculating Pearson product moment correlation
coefficients,for the Balance Coefficient it was necessary
to calculate the difference from the midline and square
the result to remove the negative values. This was
labelled as the Balance Coefficient 2 (BC2);
BC2=J(BC -0.5)2
The 'Student's' t Test was calculated to examine sex
differences between variables. The interaction of the
variables was compared with an analysis of variance.
3.3 Results
A total of 403 volunteers were included, 269 women and
134 men. Their ages ranged from 18 to 87 years, mean
50.0, standard deviation (sd) 16.5 (see Table 3.1).
The Balance Coefficient (BC) ranged from 0.278 - 0.658,
mean 0.517, sd 0.051 and the Sway Coefficient (SC) (which
is the standard deviation of the weight shift activity
during the test) ranged from 0.0018 0.0491, mean
0.0117, sd 0.0076.
It can be seen from Figure 3.1 that the distribution of
the BC variable approximated to a normal distribution.
From the properties of a normal distribution, it would be
expected that 95% of the sample would lie between 1.96 x
sd (0.051) in both directions from the mean. For this
variable it would therefore be expected that 382 samples
would lie between 0.417 and 0.617. The number of samples
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TABLE 3.1
Mean Balance Coefficient (BC) and Sway Coefficient (SC)
for each Age Group.
Age Groups (in years)
18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 Total
Men
n 18 15 20 31 36 11 3 134
Women
n 49 33 40 64 53 27 3 269
Total
n 67 47 60 96 89 38 6 403
BC
x 0.518 0.506 0.516 0.519 0.526 0.502 0.538 0.517
sd 0.039 0.046 0.050 0.079 0.051 0.070 0.099 0.051
SC
x 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.012 0.010 0.014 0.010 0.012
sd 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.008 0.007 0.010 0.010 0.008
(Abbreviations; x=mean, sd=standard deviation)
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FIGURE 3.1
Frequency Distribution of the Balance Coefficient in
Healthy Adults
n=403
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in that area is 382. The highest difference between
actual weight distribution and symmetrical (50:50) weight
distribution was 12% for 95% of the sample. It ranged
between 13% and 22% for the remainder.
Pearson product moment correlation coefficients indicated
that an increase in age was significantly correlated with
both an increase in postural sway (r=0.19, p<O.OOl) and
asymmetry of weight distribution (r=0.17, p<O.OOl).
The 'Student's' t Test showed a significant difference
between the sexes for weight distribution (balance
coefficient) and for postural sway (sway coefficient).
Women tended to be more asymmetrical to the left side
and to sway more (Table 3.2). No statistically
significant differences were demonstrated differences
between the sexes for age distribution (t=0.7, p>0.05).
An analysis of variance of the Sway Coefficient and the
Balance Coefficient by age and sex group was done to look
at the interaction of these variables. For the Sway
Coefficient there was a significant main effect of age
(F6,389 4.31 p<O.Ol) and of sex (F1,389 4.26 p<0.005)
and no significant interaction of age and sex
(F6,389 0.41 p>0.05). Similarly, for the Balance
Coefficient there was a significant main effect of age
(F6,389 2.97 p<O.Ol) and of sex (Fl,389 9.46 p<O.OOl)
but no significant interaction of age and sex (F6,3891.27
p>0.05).
Figure 3.2 illustrates a graph of a thirty second test
for a healthy adult.
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TABLE 3.2
Comparison of The Sexes For Balance Coefficient (BC) and
Sway Coefficient (SC).
n=403
Sex n Mean
Standard
Deviation
t
Value
2-Tailed
Probability
F 269 .522 .048
BC 2.75 0.006
M 134 .507 .054
F 269 .012 .008
se 2.21 0.028
M 134 .010 .006
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FIGURE 3.2
Graph of Thirty Second Standing Test For a Healthy Adult
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3.4 Discussion
The results from this study confirm earlier findings
(Dickstein et al 1984, Caldwell et al 1986, Murray and
Peterson 1973) that the majority of normal adults do not
stand with exactly half their body weight on each foot.
To a small degree they tend to favour either the left or
right foot. The difference was up to 12% for the majority
of the sample, which is of a similar magnitude to the 8-
16% estimates reported from smaller (largest n=40) and
more highly selected samples (Dickstein et al 1984,
Caldwell et al 1986, Murray and Peterson 1973).
The degree of asymmetry increased with age. The cause is
unclear, without radiological examination it is
impossible to exclude occult or unspecific joint disease
or musculoskeletal injury. Old injuries may not have
resulted in any permanent damage, but the compensatory
posture learnt during that time may never have been
completely corrected. However, the subjects did not
complain of pain or report any history of problems and
those few who did were excluded.
Women were found to be more asymmetrical towards the left
side than men. There is no obvious reason for this and
it is unlikely that it occurred because of sample bias,
as there are large numbers of both men and women in the
study group. No relationship was found between age and
sex, which supports the argument that it was not an
artifact produced by a combined age and sex bias in the
sample. The lack of time prevented a detailed analysis
of the subjects hand and/or foot preference and this may
be an area that warrants further investigation.
Postural sway in standing has been found to be dependent
on visual, somatosensory and vestibular sensory input.
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Therefore subjects exhibiting severe impairments in any
of these systems were excluded (again, those with mild or
occult impairments may have been unintentially included).
The importance of visual input in maintaining a stable
standing posture has been shown in healthy adults (Ring
et al 1989, Weissman s Dzendololet 1972, Dornan 1978,
Okubo et al 1979) and it can be used to compensate for
deficiencies in other systems (Black et al 1983, Dornan
et al 1978). There are indications that the compensatory
mechanism can been improved by training (Dickinson and
Leonard 1967).
Alterations in proprioceptive input from foot pressure
sensory changes (Ring et al 1989) and impaired vibratory
sensation (Brockelhurst et al 1982) have been associated
with increased sway values. The role of vestibular input
has become apparent from patients with vestibular disease
(Nashner et al 1982). If the disease is severe, visual
and somatosensory input cannot compensate (Black et al
1983).
A combination of the changes in any of these systems
because of age may go some way to explain the significant
increase in sway with age demonstrated in this study and
in earlier work (Fernie and Holliday 1978, Overstall et
al 1977, Sheldon 1963, Murray et al 1975, Era and
Heikkinen 1985).
Women displayed the tendency reported by
(1977) and Stribley (1974), to sway more than
Overstall
men. Again
there is no clear explanation, but one hypothesis is that
anthropometric variables such as muscle strength have
some influence. The only example of this was demonstrated
by the relationship of sway and grip strength (Era and
Heikkinen 1985). Further investigation of this
observation may have clinical implications as it is
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possible to train muscle strength even in the elderly
(Aniansson and Gustafsson 1981).
From the results of this study it has been possible to
calculate normal ranges for postural
distribution for each age decade up to
in the studies with stroke patients.
sway and weight
70 years, for use
To complete the
information in the over 80 years category more subjects
would be needed. However, as few stroke patients over 80
years fulfilled the inclusion criteria of the stroke
studies in this thesis, it was not necessary for normal
ranges to be calculated in that group.
The information provides base line data for the
investigations into weight distribution and postural sway
after stroke and also gives targets for the treatment of
stroke patients.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter describes an investigation of stance
symme try and sway. The aims were to provide norma tive
data for the subsequent studies on stroke patients and to
show the effect of age and sex on these variables.
Male and female volunteers were recruited from various
sources. Weight distribution in standing was expressed as
the balance coefficient (BC), the mean proportion of body
weight on the left leg calculated over thirty seconds.
Postural sway was calculated from the deviation from that
mean and expressed as the sway coefficient (SC). These
variables were recorded during a thirty second test for
each subject
The 403 volunteers included 269 women and 134 men, age
range 18-87 years (mean 50). There were significant
differences between the sexes for both BC (p<O.Ol) and se
(p<O.05) • Also significant correlations between age and
postural sway (p<O.OOl) and age and weight distribution
(p<O.OOl).
The results are discussed in the light of the existing
literature. The results provided base-line data allowing
for age and sex differences for the studies with stroke
patients.
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CHAPTER 4
STANCE SYMMETRY AND SWAY AFTER STROKE
4.1 Aims
4.2 Methods
Subjects
Assessments
Procedure
Data Analysis
4.3 Results
Description of Study Group
Initial Assessment
Final Assessment
Relationship Between Initial and Final Assessments
Description of Falls Data
4.4 Discussion
4.5 Summary
4.1 Aias
,
The aims of the study were;
1. To compare stance symmetry and sway after stroke with
the normal values, allowing for age and sex differences
present in the normal population and to determine whether
these differences are still present after a stroke.
2. To examine the recovery of these variables and their
relationship with motor function and activities of daily
living (ADL) performance.
3. To monitor falls following stroke and to examine the
relationship of falls to other variables, such as sway,
stance symmetry, motor function, ADL, length of
admission, age, sex and side of stroke.
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4.2 Methods
Subjects
Patients were identified from the stroke register. They
were recruited between 6 and 9 weeks after stroke, or
when capable of standing (up to 26 weeks). Patients who
had been discharged were followed up at home. Patients
were included if they were capable of independent
standing for thirty seconds. It was acceptable if the
patient needed initial assistance to get into a standing
posture. They were excluded if they;
1. Were unable to understand instructions, ie if they
were aphasic or had a history of dementia.
2. Had a history of major lower limb deformity (either
neurological, congenital or traumatic).
3. Were blind.
Patients were undergoing rehabilitation as decided by the
staff on each ward. Details of patient characteristics
are given in Table 4.1.
Assessments
In addition to demographic details a record was kept of
the past medical history and the social history. Details
of the stroke included the date of the stroke , date of
admission and side of stroke. Any speech, visual,
continence or perceptual deficits were noted from the
medical, paramedical or nursing notes. Perceptual
deficits were identified by the occupational therapist
with the Rivermead Perceptual Assessment Battery (Whiting
et a1 1985) and from the results the deficits were
classified as absent, mild or severe.
Procedure
The patients were approached individually and asked for
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their permission to take part in a study of balance and
mobility after stroke. Precise details were not given as
to what measures were being taken as this may have
influenced them. The patient details were recorded and
the ward accident reports examined for any record of a
fall during their time in hospital. The first assessment
was completed once they had fulfilled the inclusion
criteria and consisted of;
The Initial Interview
Measurements with the Nottingham Balance Platform (NBP)
The Rivermead Motor Function Assessment.
The Nottingham 10 point ADL Scale
(For details of the assessments see Chapter 2)
The second assessment was done approximately 4 months
after the first, with a falls check at 2 months (see
Chapter 2). At this stage the majority of the subjects
had been discharged from hospital and so travelled to the
hospital by taxi for the final assessment. Patients were
encouraged to bring someone with them. The assessment
included;
Measurements with the Nottingham Balance Platform
The Rivermead Motor Function Assessment.
The Nottingham 10 point ADL Scale
The Extended ADL Scale
A falls check and (if appropriate) completion of the
After Falls Interview.
A flow diagram is presented in Figure 4.1 which
summarises the study procedure
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6-9 weeks
post-stroke
2 months
later
4 months
later
Figure 4.1
Flowchart of Study Procedure
Patients identified from stroke register
and given 30 second standing test
J,
Pass
.~
Fail
Re-assessed at later date
Inclusion criteria
J,
Pass Fail ~ Excluded
!
1st Assessment
The Initial Interview
Measurement with the NBP
The Rivermead Motor Function Assessment.
The Nottingham 10 point ADL Scale
!
Falls check
2nd Assessment
Measurement with the NBP
The Rivermead Motor Function Assessment.
The Nottingham 10 point ADL Scale
The Extended ADL Scale
Falls check
If at any time a fall was reported the patient (or carer)
was asked to complete the After Falls Interview.
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Assessment Procedure
The patients were asked to stand on the NBP with one foot
on each of the load platforms. Help was given to the
patient (if needed) to position the foot, but their
standing posture was not corrected. The subject was then
asked to fix their gaze on the monitor screen in front of
them. This was placed in the midline and displayed a
message 'Test in Progress' which appeared on the screen
to encourage them to maintain their concentration and to
look straight ahead. The test ran for 30 seconds and
three trials were done with a few minutes rest in between
each.The 'Balance Coefficient' (BC) and the 'Sway
Coefficient' (SC) were computed as the average of the
three observations. The assessments of motor function,
functional ability (ADL) and weight distribution were
completed at the same time or within forty-eight hours.
Data Analysis
Parametric tests were used for interval data and non-
parametric tests for ordinal data. Differences between
groups were examined with t-tests, which can be applied
to both ordinal and interval data. To examine the
relationships between the BC and the other two measures
it was necessary to calculate the Balance Coefficient 2
(see Chapter 3) which gave the difference from the mid
point (0.5) as this represented 50:50 weight
distribution.
To investigate the relationships between variables,
Pearson product moment correlations were used for
parametric data and Spearman Correlations for non-
parametric data. To estimate changes over time between
the first and second assessment paired t-tests are used
for interval data and Wilcoxen matched pairs signed ranks
test for ordinal data.
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4.3 Results
Description of Study Group.
Ninety-two patients were recruited from 180 on the stroke
register, 35 died, 29 were too severely affected either
with communication or motor impairments, 15 had previous
neurological disease, 5 had a history of dementia, 2 were
amputees and 2 were transferred outside the Nottingham
Health District.
The sex, age and time since stroke details for the 92
included are given in Table 4.1. Fifty two had a right-
sided hemiparesis, 38 a left-sided hemiparesis and 2 had
a brainstem stroke. Many of the patients had a past
medical history predisposing them to stroke disease, 6
(6.5%) had diabetes, 14 (15.2%) ischaemic heart disease
and 32 (34.8%) hypertension. Six patients (6.5%) had a
history of both ischaemic heart disease and hypertension.
At the time of the first assessment 25 (27.2%) patients
exhibited signs of aphasia and 32 (34.8%)dysarthria.
Fifty seven patients (61.9%) had evidence of perceptual
deficits, 20 of those were rated as severe. Only one
patient was catheterised, but 5 had problems with
'occasional accidents'.
The majority of patients (58, 63%) lived in their own
homes with a spouse. Eleven (12%) lived alone either in
their own house or flat. The remainder lived either with
other members of the family (19, 21%) or in sheltered
accommodation.
Information on mobility and balance problems in the year
before their stroke was available for 78 of the 92
patients. The remaining 14 had expressive communication
problems resulting from their stroke and so could not
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TABLE 4.1
Biographical Characteristics of subjects
n=92
Sex
45
Men
47
Women
Total
Age (years)
Range
41-86
21-87
21-87
Mean SD
64.7 9.1
62.2 13.4
63.5 11.5
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Time From Onset
of Stroke (weeks)
Range Mean SD
6-32 15.4 8.1
6-29 13.3 7.5
6-26 11.3 5.0
complete the assessment. Fifteen patients reported at
least one fall and 17 reported balance problems in the
year before their stroke. Eight subjects had regularly
used a walking stick and one had used two sticks.
Patients were often included in more than one of these
groups, thus in total 22 patients (28%) reported
problems.
Results of Initial Assessment.
The Balance Coefficients ranged from 0.016-0.892 (mean
0.521, sd 0.188). The mean of the three tests was
calculated and called the Balance Coefficient 1 (BC1)
range 0.050-0.853, mean 0.521, sd 0.184
The Sway Coefficients ranged from 0.0052-0.1310 (mean
0.0302, sd 0.0205) The mean of the three tests was
calculated and called the Sway Coefficient 1 (SCI) range
0.0073-0.0845, mean 0.0297, sd 0.0169.
The 'Rivermead Motor Function' and the 'Ten Point ADL'
scores at the first assessment are summarised in Table
4.2
Differences between groups.
Patients with left and right-sided hemiplegia were
compared and t-tests indicated a statistically
significant difference between the groups for BCI values
as shown in Table 4.3, but no significant difference in
SCI values. Of the 52 patients with a right-sided
hemiplegia, 44 (85%) favoured their left leg and 8 (15%)
their right leg. Of the 38 with left-sided hemiplegia 27
(72%) favoured their right
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TABLE 4.2
Rivermead Motor Function and Ten Point ADL Scores.
n=92
Range Mean Standard
Deviation
Gross 1-13 5.6 2.6
Function
Leg and
Trunk 0-10 5.1 2.9
Function
Arm
Function 0-15 3.9 4.5
Total
Score 1-38 14.6 8.7
ADL score 3-10 5.0 2.7
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leg, 10 (26%) favoured their left leg and one had a BCl
of 0.5 and so was dividing her weight equally. The mean
proportion of individual body weight on the unaffected
leg was 66%. The magnitude of the degree of asymmetry
was compared between left and right sided stroke patients
(BC2) and no significant difference was found (Table
4.3). The ADL and motor function scores of patients with
left and right-sided hemiplegia were also compared and no
significant differences were found. No significant
differences were demonstrated between men and women for
any of the variables (Table 4.4).
Correlations between variables.
Spearman's rho was used to evaluate the relationship
between the BC2, ADL score and each part of the Rivermead
Motor Assessment Scale. The results are given in Table
4.5. Correlations between sway coefficients, motor
function scores and ADL scores were not significant. Age
was significantly related to the BC2 (r=-.269, p<O.005)
and ADL (r=.175, p<O.05) and total motor function scores
(r=.378, p<.O.OOl).
Final Assess.ent
Description of study group.
Seventy-one completed the whole study, 36 with right-
sided and 33 with left-sided hemiplegia and two with
brainstem strokes. Eight patients died (including 2 in
hospital), 2 had further strokes, 3 moved outside the
area, 3 were admitted to hospital with fractures
resulting from falls and 6 refused to return for the
final assessment.
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TABLE 4.5
The Relationship Between Measures of Weight Distribution
(Be2), Motor Function and Activities of Daily Living
(ADL) at the Initial Assessment.
n=92
Be2 ADL Arm
Function
Leg
Function
ADL rs=-·35
p<.OOl
Arm rs=-·45 r = 51s •
Function p<.OOI p<.OOI
Leg r =- 30 rs=·58 r = 47s • s •
Function p<.OOl p<.OOl p<.OOl
Gross rs=-·27 rs=·68 rs=·45 rs=·69
Function p<.OOl p<.OOI p<.OOl p<.OOI
rs= Spearman correlation coefficient
p= probability
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Those who had moved away were sent the ADL and falls
questionnaires by post and all three completed them. Of
the 6 who had refused 2 agreed to a home visit,
consequently the only assessments missing for those two
are the NBP measures. The remaining 4 were sent postal
questionnaires and only one refused again. Details of
the falls that resulted in hospital admission were
included in the results, therefore information on falls
in hospital before the 1st assessment and during the
study period (between the 1st and 2nd assessments) was
available for 81 patients (88% of the original sample).
Results of Final Assessment.
The second assessment was made between 16 and 24 weeks
after the first (mean 20.2). At this stage the patients
were between 24 and 48 weeks (mean 31.3) weeks post
stroke. Their length of stay in hospital ranged from 2
to 32 weeks (mean 14.4, standard deviation 7.8), 2 died
in hospital.
The Balance Coefficients ranged from 0.098-0.828 (mean
0.514, sd 0.153). The mean of the three tests was
calculated and called the Balance Coefficient 1 (BC1)
range 0.110-0.810, mean 0.517, sd 0.146, n=71.
The Sway Coefficients ranged from 0.0042-0.0933 (mean
0.0231, sd 0.0163) The mean of the three tests was
calculated and called the Sway Coefficient 1 (SCI) range
0.0062-0.0923, mean 0.0237, sd 0.0157, n=71.
The 'Rivermead Motor Function' and the 'Ten Point ADL'
scores at the second assessment are summarised in Table
4.6
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TABLE 4.6
Rivermead Motor Function and ADL Scores at the Final
Assessment
n Range Mean s d
Gross 73 1-13 8.4 2.8
Function
Leg and
Trunk 73 0-10 6.9 3.0
Function
Arm
Function 73 0-15 6.0 5.5
Total
Score 73 2-38 21.5 9.5
ADL score 78 3-10 8.0 2.3
Extended
ADL
77 1-22 9.6 6.3
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In the study period, between the first and second
assessment, 47 (58%) patients had a total of 92 falls.
The frequency ranged from 1 to 6 ( mean 1.14, standard
deviation 1.45). Including both falls in hospital prior
to the 1st assessment and falls in the study period, 59
patients (73%) experienced 153 falls (range 1-8, mean
1.89, standard deviation 1.94).
Differences between groups at the final assessment
The Student's t-test indicated a significant difference
between left and right-sided hemiplegia (brain stem
strokes excluded), t=6.4, p<O.OOl. for BC1 values as
shown in Table 4.7, but no significant difference in SCI
values (t=-1.69 p>O.5).
Using the BC2, t-tests revealed no significant
differences in the magnitude of asymmetry between right
and left-sided strokes (t=O.61, p>O.05).
There were no significant differences between right and
left-sided strokes for the number of falls either in
hospital or in the study period, sex, age, length of
stay, motor function or either of the ADL measures.
There were no significant differences between men and
women for any of the variables. However, the sway
coefficient showed a tendency to be higher in women
(t=1.85, p=O.07). See Table 4.8.
Correlations between variables at the final assessment
The relationships between BC2, SC, motor function and
ADL scores are given in Table 4.9. Correlations between
sway coefficients, falls, motor function and both
-68-
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measures of ADL were not significant. Age was
significantly related to the total motor function score
(r=.188, p<0.05), but not the BC2 or the ADL scores.
Pearson product moment correlations were used to assess
the relationships between the BC2 and the SC (at the
initial assessment), the number of falls in hospital and
in the study period, age and length of admission. (See
Table 4.10). The SC correlated significantly with the
number of falls and the BC2 with age and length of
admission.
Relationships Between the Initial and Final Assessments
Balance coefficients (BCl) and SC values improved
significantly in the period between the first and second
assessment, BC (t=7.89, two-tailed p<O.Ol) se (t=6.97,
two-tailed p<O.Ol)
Wilcoxen matched pairs signed ranks test indicated that
both motor function and ADL performance had improved
significantly by the second assessment (see Table 4.11).
Description of Falls Data.
Of the seventy eight patients completed the Initial
Interview, only 27 (35%) had discussed the possibility of
a fall at home and 25 (32%) had practised getting up from
the floor after a fall. The majority of patients (72,
92%) had means of getting help if they fell 'at home.
Most commonly this was by phone (59, 76%) and/or the help
of someone they lived with (55, 70%). Five had alarms and
four arranged regular checks by relatives or neighbours.
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TABLE 4.10
The Relationships between the Balance Coefficients, Sway
Coefficients, Age, Number of Falls in the Study Period
and in Hospital and the Length of Hospital Admission.
BC2 SCI Age Falls Falls
in Hospital in Study
Period
Age r=-.30
p<.OOl ns
n=71
Falls in
Hospital ns ns ns
Falls in r=.27 r=.33
Study ns p<O.Ol ns p<O.Ol
Period n=81 n=81
Length of r=.28
Hospital p<.Ol ns ns ns ns
Admission n=71
ns= Not significant
r= Pearson product moment correlation coefficient
p= probability
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TABLE 4.11
Comparison of Motor Function and Scores between
the Initial and Final Assessment.
n ties z 2-tailed p
Gross 73 12 -6.40 < 0.001
Function
Leg and trunk 73 18 -5.66 < 0.001
Function
Arm 73 35 -5.21 < 0.001
Function
Total Score 73 3 -6.62 < 0.001
Ten Point
ADL
78 12 -6.52 < 0.001
z= Wilcoxen matched pairs signed ranks test.
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Only 20 (26%) described
frightened of falling, yet
being often or constantly
55 (70%) thought that they
were more likely to fall after their stroke than before.
Thirty-two patients (41%) reported that concerns about
falls prevented them from attempting certain activities
including, climbing stairs, opening doors, doing things
alone, bending over and carrying hot drinks.
Communication problems meant that the details and
consequences of only 72 of the 92 falls in the study
period were recorded. The time post-stroke ranged from 6-
30 weeks (mean 18, sd 6.54). The majority had occurred in
the morning or during the day (62, 79%), most frequently
in the living room (30, 38%) or the bedroom (21, 27%).
Half the patients (51%) claimed to have fallen towards
their affected side, the others having fallen backwards
(21%), forwards (17%) or to their unaffected side (11%).
Only one person reported feeling dizzy at the time of the
fall. The commonest explanations were that they either
tripped, slipped or 'over balanced'.
Ten patients (14%) were left on the floor for over an
hour, most managed to summon help by calling to someone
in the house and consequently either got up on their own
or with the help of that person. Ten patients suffered
either lacerations or fractures and of those six
consulted their General Practitioner and four went to
Accident and Emergency. Nearly half (35, 49%) reported
lasting affects from their experience and these included
loss of confidence and (less frequently) pain.
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DISCUSSION
Stance Symmetry
Asymmetrical stance is a common feature of the change in
standing posture after stroke. In a clinical setting the
therapist will make a subjective judgment of the
patient's symmetry of weight bearing often concluding
that it is abnormal without measuring it. Perhaps it is
because this is so obvious that research evidence
substantiating clinical observation has only come in
recent years. The results of this study confirm the
findings of others (Dickstein et al 1984, Bohannon and
Larkin 1985, Caldwell et al 1986), that stroke patients
stand asymmetrically with an uneven and abnormal
distribution of body weight between the affe~ted and
unaffected legs. Significant differences were apparent
in the weight bearing patterns of patients with left-
sided compared with right-sided hemiplegia. There was a
tendency for the patients to follow the same pattern and
favour their unaffected leg, which confirms clinical
observations.
Two studies have calculated the percentage of body-weight
on the unaffected leg. Shumway-Cook et al (1988)
Mizrahi et al (1989) both estimated that patients carried
approximately 70% of their body weight on the unaffected
leg. The degree of asymmetry (66%), exhibited in this
study was less than that found previously. This
difference is probably due to the larger and less
selected sample. The magnitude of the weight bearing
asymmetry was similar for left and right- sided strokes.
Studies of weight distribution in normal adults (Caldwell
et al 1986, Murray and Peterson 1973, Dickstein et al
1984) give some indication of normal ranges but the age
groups are not exactly comparable with the sample in this
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study. From the study of stance symmetry with healthy
adults (Chapter 3), of 403 men and women between the ages
of 18 and 87, it was calculated that 95% of the normal
population would have a balance coefficient of between
0.417 and 0.617. It is therefore possible to identify
the number of subjects in the sample who were abnormally
weight bearing, 61% had an abnormally large amount of
weight on their unaffected leg at the first assessment
and 44% at the second. This is less than the 87% found
by Dickstein et al (1984) and the 80% found by Caldwell
et al (1986). This difference may have occurred because
of the small number of stroke patients in their studies
(23 and 10 respectively), differences in selection and
time post stroke or because the small number of subjects
in their control groups gave a distorted normal range.
The subjects demonstrated a significant improvement in
stance symmetry between the first and second assessment.
Age and sex variability in stance symmetry after stroke
has not previously been reported. In the normal
population woman are more asymmetrical than men (Chapter
3). This survey indicated that this sex difference
disappeared after stroke. Asymmetry was significantly
related to age at the initial assessment, as were other
measures of severity, the ADL and total motor function
scores. It may be that elderly patients recover at a
slower rate, perhaps because their pre-stroke level of
fitness is not as good.
In this study 5 patients (5.5%) demonstrated abnormal
weight bearing favouring their affected side, none of the
patients in the three studies mentioned above
demonstrated this abnormality. Clinical examination of
these patients revealed that they were displaying the
'pusher syndrome' (Davies 1985). These patients
constantly push towards their hemiplegic side and
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actively resist any attempts to move them towards the
unaffected side or even the midline. They are thought to
have an abnormal perception of the midline which results
in them constantly leaning to their affected side, even
in sitting.
Sway
The results are in agreement with the findings of studies
examining the relationship between sway values (as
measured by a force platform) for stroke and non-stroke
controls, that stroke patients have significantly higher
levels of sway (Seliktar et al 1978, Shumway-Cook et al
1988, Mizrahi et al 1989). Although these previous
studies show similar results they have all used very
small numbers of strokes and perhaps more importantly set
the normal limits with even smaller numbers of controls.
It is difficult to compare actual sway values because, as
in this study, arbitrary values are used.
Using the normal ranges calculated from Chapter 3, it is
possible to identify the number of subjects lying outside
the 95% confidence limits. At the first assessment 50%
had abnormally high sway levels and at the second
assessment 31%. As yet, the recovery of postural sway
values after stroke has not been reported, but in this
study sway values improved significantly between the
first and second assessment.
As with stance symmetry, sex and age differences present
in the normal population have not been previously
investigated after stroke. In this survey both age and
sex differences in sway values were no longer
significant. Neither were there any significant
differences between left and right-sided strokes.
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Motor Function and ADL
The stroke patients in this study represented quite a
large range of motor and functional abilities, as can be
seen by the ranges of scores on the 'Rivermead Motor
Assessment Scale' and the 'Ten PoLn't ADL Scale'. The
high scores at the initial assessment are from patients
with less severe strokes who made a good recovery in the
six weeks before the initial assessment.
Although studies have indicated that motor function and
ADL are related ( Smith et al 1985, Hamrin et al 1982,
Bohannon 1989) they have not investigated the
relationship between these variables and weight bearing
symmetry. Both motor function and ADL improved
significantly between the first and second assessment,
which agrees with the tendencies shown by the results of
the work referenced above. It is impossible to compare
these studies directly as different assessments were used
and strength was used as the measure of motor function in
the latter two.
The degree of asymmetry was related to motor function and
to the level of self-care independence, as measured by an
ADL scale. This supports the treatment approaches
commonly used by physiotherapists of practising weight
transference and encouraging weight bearing through the
affected leg. However, although the correlations were
significant they did not account for a very high
proportion of the variance and so other factors need to
be considered, such as sensory deficits. The possibility
remains that the significant correlation may reflect a
third variable, the severity of the stroke. Sway values
were not significantly related to either motor function
or ADL performance.
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Although physiotherapy and occupational therapy
techniques are intended to improve the symmetry of weight
bearing, further work is needed to be able to say if they
are successful and whether or not the level of
independence improves as a consequence.
Falls
In this sample of stroke patients falls were a common
occurrence. Nearly three quarters of the subjects
experienced at least one fall in the period between
admission and the second assessment (approximately six-
months post stroke). Although the number of fractures and
re-admissions were small, there is a need to look at
other consequences, such as delays in discharge and the
reduction of independence.
The number of fallers was much higher than the 30% per
year that would be expected for a community population of
elderly people. This is in agreement with the results of
Prudham and Grimely-Evans (1981) who found that elderly
people with stroke were more likely to fall than others.
It would be expected that the consequences of falls in
elderly strokes are more serious because of the mUltiple
problems often present in this patient group, but further
investigation with a larger sample may be needed to show
this.
The information given retrospectively about the subjects'
incidence of falls in the year before their stroke (only
19%) suggests that the sample is not directly comparable
with a sample of elderly in the community. Indeed their
age range indicates that many would not be classified as
elderly. This implies that an incidence of less than 30%
per year may be expected for this group and may explain
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why sex and age differences present in studies of the
elderly were not found.
The number of falls in the study period correlated
significantly with the sway values at the first
assessment. The results suggest that there is a link
between falls and sway which was also found in elderly
populations (Overstall et al 1977, Lichtenstein et al
1988, Ring et al 1988). Unlike the subjects in these
studies, sway values for stroke patients improve as they
recover, which may be why the second sway measurement was
not related to the number of falls. The number of falls
in hospital (before the study period) correlated with the
number of falls in the study period, during which the
majority of patients were at home.
were significant they did not
Although correlations
account for a large
proportion of the variance, which suggests that other
factors were involved. Other factors which may be
relevant (which were not recorded in this study) are
impairments of a perceptual or sensory nature caused by a
stroke.· Other non-neurological factors may be involved
such as pre-existing rheumatological or cardiac disease.
It seems unlikely that sway values alone could be used to
predict those at risk of falling. Differences in sway
values, falls or length of admission were not observed
between right and left-sided hemiplegia.
The degree of asymmetry correlated with the length of
admission and improved with recovery. As stated earlier
asymmetry was relate to other measures of severity such
as motor function and activity of daily living
performance. This suggests that symmetry of stance is
another indication of the severity of the stroke.
No relationship was found between asymmetry of weight-
bearing and the number of falls or between the number of
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falls and length of admission. This implies that it is
not just severity of stroke that increases patients risk
of falling, as those most severely affected would be
likely to have longer stays in hospital and a more
asymmetrical posture. This mirrors clinical observation,
as those with poor levels of mobility are less likely to
fall as they do not attempt tasks or ensure that they
have help before they do, whereas patients wi th bet ter
motor function may fall attempting more difficult tasks,
such as climbing stairs or walking on uneven ground.
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4.5 Summary
A survey of stroke patients was undertaken to examine
the recovery of stance symmetry and sway after stroke.
The relationships with other variables, motor function,
ADL, falls, age and length of hospital admission were
examined. Any side of stroke or sex differences were
noted.
A consecutive sample of 92 stroke patients underwent 2
assessments, four months apart, at between 2 and 9 months
post-stroke.
Significant differences were seen in the weight
distribution of right and left sided hemiplegias, which
improved over time with recovery. Asymmetry correlated
with motor function and ADL. Stance symmetry was
significantly related to length of stay and age, but not
to falls. No sex differences were apparent.
A significant relationship was found between sway values
and the number of falls. Sway values also improved over
time with recovery.
This suggests that stance symmetry may be yet another
index of stroke severity, but that sway and falls
frequency are not. However, an important
between sway and falls was revealed.
relationship
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CHAPTER 5
SINGLE BLIND RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL OF VISUAL
FEEDBACK
5.1 Aims
5.2 Methods
Subjects
Assessments
Procedure
Data analysis
5.3 Physiotherapy Treatment Protocol
5.4 Results
5.5 Discussion
5.6 Summary
5.1 Aims
To assess the effectiveness of visual feedback as a
method of improving stance symmetry and functional
ability after stroke.
5.2 Methods
Subjects
Stroke patients were identified from the stroke register
and patients from the Stoke Unit and Health Care of the
Elderly wards at Sherwood Hospital were included.
Exclusion criteria;
Inability to stand for one minute
Severe receptive aphasia and/or a history of dementia.
Blindness or severe unilateral neglect.
Normal stance symmetry (within 2 standard deviations,
allowing for age and sex).
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Procedure
In addition to demographic details a record was kept of
the past medical and social history, the date and side of
the stroke ,and the date of admission. Any speech,
visual, perceptual or continence problems were noted as
in Chapter 4.
Details of the assessments used are given in Chapter 2.
These include;
1. An assessment of pre-stroke mobility and balance
function- the Initial Interview
2. A measure of stance symmetry and sway with the
Nottingham Balance Platform (see Chapter 2).
3. The Rivermead Motor Function Assessment.
4. Two measures of ADL performance; The Nottingham 10
Point ADL Scale and the Extended ADL Scale.
The assessment with the Nottingham Balance Platform (NBP)
(Chapter 4) , was undertaken without any postural
correction. At the first and last session the mean of
three measures of stance symmetry and sway were used.
Single measurements were also made at the start and end
of each treatment session. The patient did not receive
any postural feedback during the tests, nor were they
made aware of the results.
Before treatment began, fully informed consent was
obtained and ward accident reports were examined for any
record of a fall. Patients were also assessed as for
conventional Bobath based therapy (Davies 1985). This is
not a standardised assessment, but it gives the therapist
a subjective impression of the patients muscle tone and
posture as well as motor impairment.
Subjects were randomly allocated to either the feedback
treatment or control group, using random number tables
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(Bourke et al 1985). The results were placed in sealed
envolopes and numbered in order. Restricted randomisation
was used so that out of every block of ten consecutive
patients 5 were randomly allocated to the treatment group
A and 5 to the control group B (Bourke et al 1985).
Group A received training from a physiotherapist using
the feedback program of the (NBP). Treatment was given
three times a week for four weeks. Group B received
training from a physiotherapist, but using the placebo
program. This was of the same frequency and duration as
Group A. (The study plan is outlined in Figure 5.1).
Assessments were undertaken at the following intervals;
o weeks;
The Initial Interview
Measurements with the NBP
The Rivermead Motor Function Assessment.
The Nottingham 10 point ADL Scale
4 weeks (patients were assessed by the independent
assessor, who was blind to the group allocation);
Measurements with the NBP
The Rivermead Motor Function Assessment.
The Nottingham 10 point ADL Scale
The Extended ADL Scale (when appropriate)
12 weeks (at this stage the majority of the subjects had
been discharged from hospital and so the independent
assessor visited them at home);
The Rivermead Motor Function Assessment.
The Nottingham 10 point ADL Scale
The Extended ADL Scale
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FIGURE 5.1
Plan of Investigation
Patients identified from stroke register
1
Inclusion Criteria
J
Randomisation
Treatment group (A) Control group (B)
J J
1st assessment (week 0) 1st assessment (week 0)
! J
2nd assessment (week 4) 2nd assessment (week 4)
J, t
3rd assessment (week 12) 3rd assessment (week 12)
2nd and 3rd assessments carried out by an independent
assessor
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DATA ANALYSIS
As in Chapter 3,
Balance Coefficient
it was necessary
2 to investigate
to calculate the
the relationships
between variables. Pearson product moment correlations
were used for parametric data and Spearman Correlations
for non-parametric data.
To identify differences between treatment and control
groups, t-tests are used for parametric data and Mann-
Whitney 'U' tests for non-parametric data.
To estimate changes over time, paired t-tests are used
for interval data and Wilcoxen matched pairs signed ranks
test for ordinal data.
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Physiotherapy Treat.ent Protocol
Patients in Group A and B received
sessions, over four weeks,
hours duration. This was
each of
dependent
twelve treatment
approximately one
on the patients
tolerance and medical status. The treatment was divided
into three stages. Both the treatment and control group
underwent the first and third stages, only the second
stage differed and that is described separately for each
group.
Stage 1 Preparation for standing.
This varies with the patients' degree of recovery and
motor ability and allowances were made for the individual
differences in postural tone and motor control produced
by the stroke. However, the majority of patients adopt a
starting position of sitting on a 'perching stool' (a 4
legged stool with the seat slopping down from the back to
the front at approximately 30 degrees) with their feet on
the ground. The sitting posture is observed and the
postural tone assessed.
Trunk mobilisations are carried out in this position with
the aim of normalizing tone and facilitating normal
movement (Davies 1990). Once the patient appears to be
sitting with weight bearing symmetry and has no obvious
postural abnormalities caused by an imbalance of tone on
either side of their body the patient is asked to stand
with one foot on each of the load cells. The position of
the feet is carefully checked as internal rotation of the
ankle may affect the base of support and in turn increase
the amount of postural sway (Okubo et al 1979). Some
patients need help to get into standing, for example, by
pressing on the patient's knee to increase weight bearing
on the affected foot while encouraging patients to bring
their trunk forward as they stand. The therapist may
encourage or assist the patient to stretch their
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unaffected arm above the shoulder to prevent compensation
on the unaffected side of the trunk.
Stage 2 Treatment with visual feedback (Treatment Group)
Feedback displaying weight distribution and weight shift
activity are continously presented to the patient in the
form of two vertical red columns. Each column moves
upwards with an increase in weight on the corresponding
foot. When the columns are within 5% of each other a red
triangle appears confirming that stance symmetry has been
achieved. The importance of visual input in maintaining
a stable standing posture has been shown in healthy
adults (Ring et al 1989, Weissman & Dzendololet 1972,
Dornan 1978) and stroke patients (Ashburn 1981).
The patients practised a number of activities on the NBP
with the constant supervision of at least one
physiotherapist. These included;
Sitting to standing
The NBP provides constant visual feedback to the patient
throughout the activity. This is useful as it helps the
patient divide their weight symmetrically from the moment
they take weight through their feet until they are fully
upright. This preventing a 'trick' movement technique
which patients frequently use of propelling themselves
with the unaffected leg to achieve standing (encouraging
the extensor pat tern in the affected side Davies 1990)
and then adjusting their weight bearing symmetry.
Standing, balancing the columns
Once upright standing has been achieved the patient can
use the visual feedback to practise symmetrical weight
bearing by altering their posture until the columns are
level (within 5%). The patients are then encouraged to
mentally register the feeling of symmetry and to try to
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remember it. The visual feedback is only given
intermittently to assess patient's ability to maintain
stance symmetry without the feedback signal.
Targeting practice
The columns have horizontal lines of different lengths
drawn along them. The patients are asked to use the lines
as a target and adjust their weight distribution until
the target is reached. The therapist monitors the
activity to prevent compensatory postures being used to
achieve the same result.
Reaching
The tasks gradually become more dynamic. The next task
the patients practise is to reach to the affected side
(usually with the unaffected arm as few have enough
recovery at an early stage in their affected arm) and
then return to symmetrical weight bearing. There are
numerous variations of this task and goal orientated
activities are included, such as reaching across to lift
an object.
Stride standing and stepping.
The tasks can then be incorporated into activities that
constitute part of the gait pattern such as weight
adjustments in stride standing, preparing to take a step
and finally stepping forwards or occasionally backwards.
Co-ordination Practice
Difficult tasks requiring a high level of co-ordination
were practised such as bending the affected leg while
weight-bearing through it.
Stage 2 Placebo Program (Control Group)
The 'Placebo Program' is used which displays two static
yellow columns each half filled with red. The display
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does not move when there is a change in weight
distribution. The patients practise similar activities
to the treatment group, but without the visual feedback.
Again, they had the constant supervision and feedback of
at least one physiotherapist. Therefore the targeting
and balancing the columns exercises are performed using
the subjective impressions of the patient and therapist.
Stage 3 Practising New Skills
It is important that the patient can transfer the skills
learned on the NBP to more functional activities. After
the feedback or placebo treatment the physiotherapist
works with the patient to incorporate the new skills into
goal orientated tasks, such as walking to a chair or
climbing stairs.
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FIGURE 5.2
Preparation for Standing
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FIGURE 5.3
Sitting to Standing (1)
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FIGURE 5.4
Sitting to Standing (2)
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FIGURE 5.6
Targeting Practice
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FIGURE 5.7
Reaching
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FIGURE 5.8
Stride Standing and Stepping.
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FIGURE 5.9
Placebo Program (Control Group)
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Results
Description of study group
Twenty-six patients were recruited (20 men and 6 women),
mean age 65.7 years (range 41-85, sd 11.4). Twelve had a
right-side hemiplegia and 14 had a left-sided hemiplegia.
The mean number of weeks since the onset of their stroke
was 19.5 (range 4-63, sd 17.4). Two patients dropped
out, one in Group A during the treatment stage due to
medical complications and one in Group B, sustained a
fractured hip during the follow-up period.
Six patients (23%) had some degree of expressive aphasia
and 9 (35%) were dysarthric. Ten (38%) patients exhibited
signs of perceptual deficits, one had severe problems.
Their length of stay in hospital ranged from 6-31 weeks,
(mean 15.8, sd 6.4). Fourteen received their treatment
as in-patients, eight as out-patients and four as both in
and out-patients. Most of the patients were discharged to
their own home, one went to stay temporarily with his
daughter.
Two patients reported falls in the year prior to their
stroke and one other complained of balance problems. Two
of these used a walking stick as an aid to their pre-
stroke mobility.
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Initial Assessment
The range, mean and standard deviation (sd) of all the
variables are given separately for both the treatment
(group A) and control (group B) patients, in Table 5.1.
The groups were compared with Mann Whitney U for non-
parametric data, X2. for nominal data and t-tests for
parametric data. There were no significant differences
between the groups before the study.
There were no significant differences in the sample
between men and women for any of the variables, nor were
there any age related differences. The only side of
stroke differences were the balance coefficient values,
as in Chapter 4, (see Table 5.2). There were no
differences in magnitude between right and left-sided
strokes.
The sample demonstrated similar characteristics to the
sample of patients in Chapter 4, Spearman Correlations
demonstrated significant associations between motor
function and ADL scores, (r
s
=0.71, p<O.OOl) and Pearson
product moment correlations demonstrated significant
associations between the BC1 and motor (r=-0.56
p<O.Ol)and ADL function scores (r=-.50 p<O.05).
2nd Assess.ent
Twenty-five patients completed this assessment, twelve in
group A and 13 in group B. Table 5.3 demonstrates the
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TABLE 5.1
Comparison of Treatll.ent Group (A) and Control Group (B)
at the 1st AssesslI.ent.
n=26
Group A Group B Difference
n=13 n=13
Sex Men 10 10 ns
Women 3 3
Side of Left 9 5 ns
Stroke Right 4 8
Age range 41-85 50-83
mean 60.8 67.9 ns
sd 12.3 9.2
Length of range 6-31 8-22
Admission mean 15.9 15.7 ns
(weeks) sd 6.9 5.4
Time range 4-48 4-63
Post mean 20.1 18.8 ns
Stroke sd 15.8 19.3
(weeks)
Gross range 3-9 2-10
Function mean 5.7 5.2 ns
sd 1.9 2.3
Leg and range 2-8 2-9
Trunk mean 4.7 5.0 ns
sd 1.9 2.7
Total range 5-15 4-19
Motor mean 10.4 10.2 ns
Function sd 3.5 4.1
10 Point range 3-9 3-9
ADL mean 5.2 6.5 ns
sd 2.1 2.3
BC2 range 0.099-0.284 0.071-0.254
mean 0.168 0.142 ns
sd 0.065 0.054
SC range 0.0154-0.0555 0.0127-0.1132
mean 0.0310 0.0494 ns
sd 0.0124 0.0364
ns= not significant
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TABLE 5.2
Difference in Balance Coefficient (1st Assessment)
Values for Right and Left-Sided Hemiplegia for
Treatment and Control Croups
Group A
Side of n Mean sd t p
Hemi-
Plegia
Right 4 0.704 0.030
6.1 (0.001
Left 9 0.348 0.021
Group B
Right 8 0.636 0.051
6.1 (0.001
Left 5 0.369 0.091
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TABLE 5.3
Comparison of Treat.ent Group (A) and Control Group (B)
at the 2nd Assessment.
n=25
Group A Group B Significance of
n=12 n=13 Difference
Gross range 7-11 3-11
Function mean 9.7 6.9 U=20.5 p<O.OOl
sd 1.2 2.2
Leg and range 5-10 2-10
Trunk mean 7.4 5.9 u=47.0 ns
sd 2.0 2.4
Total range 13-21 6-21
Motor mean 17.0 12.7 U=32.0 p<0.05
Function sd 2.9 4.5
10 Point range 8-10 4-10
ADL mean 9.0 7.8 U=42.0 p<0.05
sd 0.8 2.0
BC2 range 0.006-0.101 0.013-0.147
mean 0.039 0.055 t=2.6 p<0.05
sd 0.028 0.044
se range 0.0110-0.0380 0.0067-0.0662
mean 0.0193 0.0288 t=1.9 p=0.06
sd 0.0078 0.0163
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differences between groups,(again Mann Whitney U was used
for non-parametric data and t-tests for parametric data).
The results demons tate significant improvements in motor
function and ADL performance. The difference for sway
values indicates a tendency for improvemnt in the
treatment group, but does not reach a significant level.
3rd Assessment
Data from 24 patients was available, 12 from each group.
Table 5.4 demonstrates no significant differences between
the groups at this stage.
Differences between Assessments
Table 5.5 gives the differences between the 1st and 2nd
assessments for the BC1 and SC, using paired t-tests.
This shows significant improvements in both groups. Table
5.6 compares non-parametric data at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
assessments using Wilcoxen matched pairs signed ranks
test. This demonstrates a significant improvement between
the 1st and 2nd, between the 1st and 3rd but not between
the 2nd and 3rd.
The before and after treatment effects on the BC1 at each
session were compared using t-tests. There were no
significant differences, but the treatment group showed a
tendency to improved symmetry in the first few treatments
(t=2.0, p=0.06), but not after the first six treatments.
The SC was examined in the same way and the treatment
group showed a tendency to increased sway values after
intervention which reached statistical significance at a
number of sessions (1,2,8,11,12), but did not follow the
same pattern as the BC1.
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TABLE 5.4
COlDparison of Treatment Group CA) and Control Group CB)
at the 3rd Assessment.
n=24
Group A Group B Difference
n=12 n=12
Gross range 5-11 2-11
Function mean 8.5 8.5 ns
sd 2.0 2.6
Leg and range 1-10 4-10
Trunk mean 5.3 7.1 ns
sd 3.2 2.6
Total range 6-21 7-21
Motor mean 13.8 15.5 ns
Function sd 4.4 4.7
10 Point range 5-10 2-10
ADL mean 8.3 8.4 ns
sd 1.4 2.3
Extended range 1-17 2-19
ADL mean 7.9 9.1 ns
sd 5.3 5.5
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TABLE 5.5
Changes in Stance Sy.metry and Sway With Treatment.
Group A n=12
mean sd t p
BC2 0.173 0.065
1st Assessment
9.78 <0.001
BC2 0.039 0.028
2nd Assessment
SC
1st Assessment
0.0263 0.0098
2.76 <0.05
SC
2nd Assessment
0.0193 0.0078
Group B n=13
BC2 0.141 0.054
1st Assessment
7.90 <0.001
BC2 0.054 0.044
2nd Assessment
SC 0.0494 0.0364
1st Assessment
2.79 <0.05
SC 0.0288 0.0163
2nd Assessment
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TABLE 5.6
Comparison of Functional Variables at Each Assessment
Group A
Variable assessment n -ranks +ranks ties z p
Gross 1-2 12 0 12 0 -3.06 <0.01
Function 1-3 12 2 10 0 -2.67 (0.01
2-3 12 7 4 1 -1.38 ns
Leg 1-2 12 0 12 0 -3.06 <0.01
and 1-3 12 6 6 0 -0.71 ns
Trunk 2-3 12 8 0 4 -1.81 ns
Total 1-2 12 0 12 0 -3.06 <0.01
Motor 1-3 12 4 8 0 -2.40 <0.05
Function 2-3 12 8 3 1 -1.80 ns
10 1-2 12 0 12 0 -3.05 <0.01
Point 1-3 12 0 12 0 -3.06 <0.01
ADL 2-3 12 6 2 4 -1.82 ns
Group B
Gross 1-2 13 3 9 1 -2.47 <0.05
Function 1-3 12 1 11 0 -2.98 <0.01
2-3 12 1 8 3 -2.03 ns
Leg 1-2 13 1 9 0 -2.65 <0.01
and 1-3 12 2 6 4 -0.71 ns
Trunk 2-3 12 8 0 4 -1.81 ns
Total 1-2 13 0 9 4 -2.66 <0.01
Motor 1-3 12 0 10 2 -2.80 <0.01
Function 2-3 12 1 7 4 -2.31 <0.05
10 1-2 13 0 9 4 -2.66 <0.01
Point 1-3 12 1 9 2 -2.56 <0.01
ADL 2-3 12 4 5 3 -0.82 ns
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Multivariate analysis of variance was used to compare the
before and after treatment BC1 and SC values at each
individual treatment between groups A and B. The
treatment group demonstrated a significant improvement in
BC1 values (F62 271 8.63, p<O.01). Sway values,
demonstrated a tendency to increase in the treatment
group (FS63,910 3.87, p=O.061).
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Discussion
As reviewed in the Introduction (Chapter 1), research
studies from North Americ~, utilizing postural feedback
devices have demonstrated improvements in standing
posture (Wannstedt and Herman 1978, Shumway-Cook et al
1988, Winstein et al 1989). Only one study examined the
transfer of training to gait variables (Winstein et al
1989), and concluded that there was no automatic carry
over. However, single case studies using the NBP (De
Weerdt 1989) with patients late after stroke,
demonstrated some improvement in weight transference
during the gait cycle, but failed to show any improvement
in motor function scores.
In this study the treatment group demonstrated a
significantly better performance when compared with
controls for stance symmetry and for functional
performance (Ten point ADL and Gross Function Section of
the motor assessment), sway values showed a tendency to
greater improvent (p=O.06). The improvement in stance
symmetry is consistant with the earlier studies discussed
above, but the ability to transfer these skills to
functional tasks is an interesting development. This
effect is important as it would be pointless for the
patient to learn new skills on the balance platform if
they were unable to use them afterwards. It may have
occurred because the feedback training was not done in
isolation, but as part of a therapy treatment, which was
orientated to gross motor skills. The ability to transfer
weight, as learned on the NBP, was part of a functional
skill such as, sitting to standing, reaching and
stepping. This was immediately practised without feedback
as part of a normal goal -orientated movement.
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Improvements in the postural variables of
and sway were seen for both treatment and
This may have occurred because the
stance symmetry
control groups.
patients were
receiving more therapy, as all the treatments were done
in addition to the established rehabilitation routines.
This confirms the results of existing work, that the
amount of therapy is important in achieving functional
gains (Smith et al 1981, Stevens et al 1984). It also
demonstrates the importance of including placebo
treatment of the same duration for control groups. It is
clearly not enough to have a 'no treatment' group, when
the experimental group are receiving extra treatment of
whatever type. This was omitted in the studies by
Wannstedt and Herman (1978), Shumway-Cook et al (1988)
and Winstein et al (1989).
The observation that functional ability improved , but
specific leg and trunk motor skills did not supports the
model of the mode of action of physiotherapy, as outlined
in the Introduction. It suggests that physiotherapy may
provide little more than an adaptation to impairment by
encouraging motor learning and that accurate feedback
enhances this. There is a need for further work examining
physiotherapy using this model, using specific feedback
and considering the duration and timing of therapy.
This has important implications for the concepts
presently used, especially Bobath, as it would indicate a
shift in the emphasis of treatment from rather passive
abstract movements to goal-orientated functional tasks.
If the primary aim is to enable the patient to be
independent in self-care activities, it would seem
reasonable to concentrate on the retraining of functional
tasks. An added advantage would be that the patient would
be able to understand the goals of treatment and be able
to measure their own success in achieving them. Patients
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in the experimental group of this trial commented that
they enjoyed the NBP treatment for that reason, they knew
exactly what they were required to achieve and could
judge the results for themselves. Knowledge of the
results of their efforts appeared to improve motivation.
The NBP has the advantage of also providing the therapist
with accurate feedback. This aspect of feedback has not
been examined, but may be important as it enables the
therapist to encourage the patients towards the limits of
their ability. As with any treatment technique, there are
limitations to the application of visual feedback with
the NBP. The most obvious being the cost of the equipment
and the space it occupies. Therapeutically, the major
limiting factor is the static nature of the measuring
platforms and future developments must look at methods of
providing feedback during walking. Another consideration
is that in its present form, the patient needs constant
supervision by a physiotherapist to prevent the use of
abnormal postures to produce symmetrical weight
distribution. This does not cut down on the input of
staff, but patients may need fewer treatment sessions to
achieve the same results.
Multivariate analysis indicated a tendency for treatment
patients to differ from controls in that their sway
values increased after individual treatment sessions,
although they decreased over the treatment period. In the
light of the relationship between sway values and falls
shown in Chapter 4, this may be a disadvantage of using
this system. However the small number of patients in this
study prevents the analysis of this relationship and a
much larger trial is indicated. The increase in sway
values had disappeared by the next treatment and may be a
sign of treatment fatigue. As a precaution when using
NBP feedback, patients could be advised to rest for an
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hour after treatment. Clinically, it is normal practice
to allow the patients a rest period after therapy and it
would be interesting to assess the patients after this
period.
The relationship between sway and physiological
efficiency has not been examined, even in healthy adults.
Yet, it is possible to suggest that sway values may have
increased because the physiological cost of the treatment
was higher. The patient and therapist had accurate
feedback of the results and therefore could safely
estimate the threshold of the patient's abilities and
work closer to those limits. Another explanation is that
stance asymmetry is an adaptive change that increases the
patients postural stability and because the treatment
group demonstrated a greater increase in symmetry, it
compromised their stability.
Some of the difficulties which were expected did not
materialise, both staff and patients enjoyed the feedback
and found it easy to use. Even elderly patients were not
frightened by the exposure to new, 'high-tech' equipment.
Communication impairments did not inhibit the use of the
NBP, surprisingly, many patients with quite severe
communication problems found the visual information easy
to understand and grasped the concept of weight
transference more effectively than with conventional
treatment.
In conclusion, although all of the studies using
postural feedback can be criticised for having small
groups of specially selected and ill defined patient
groups (including this one), the overall tendency shown
seems to support the further use of feedback techniques
to improve standing posture after stroke. Especially in
the light of the paucity of research evidence to support
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other treatment regimens. Larger and or more tightly
controlled studies in this area are needed. If this
approach to treatment is adopted by more physiotherapy
departments a multi-centre collaborative study is more
feasible.
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Summary
At the start of treatment there were no significant
differences between
significantly better
the groups. Performance was
for the treatment group than
controls for stance symmetry and ADL and motor function
after treatment, but not at the final assessment. There
were and no sex or side of stroke differences.
The results indicate that feedback training incorporated
into functional physiotherapy treatment can improve
stance symmetry. Transfer of training was indicated by
improvements in ADL and gross motor function. Although
this improvement is maintained, it does not automatically
continue after treatment.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
Implications of findings and suggestions for further
research;
6.1 Sway and stance symmetry
6.2 Falls
6.3 Physiotherapy
Methodological considerations
6.4 The evaluation of physiotherapy after stroke.
6.5 Conclusions
The relevance of the results to existing work has been
discussed at the end of each chapter, as have the
problems in the design and running of the study. This
chapter will address the results in a wider context,
examining the implications for clinical practice, further
research and the theoretical model of physiotherapy for
stroke.
Implications of findings and suggestions for further
research.
6.1 Sway and stance sy.aetry
In the normal adult an upright posture, counteracting the
effects of gravity, is achieved by using visual,
vestibular or proprioceptive inputs. The rank order of
these systems is changeable and dependent on its
availability (Droulez et al 1985), but proprioceptive
information is the first line of defence after an
unexpected perturbation (Nashner 1977). If one of these
inputs is reduced or altered the normal adult can
compensate and still remain upright. However, if one
system is damaged and then another altered the task
becomes more difficult and the person may fall. This is
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the basis of the Romberg test (Romberg 1851, Njokiktjien
and de Rijke 1972) and has been recognised clinically
since the last century.
The process of ageing may bring about not only a
deterioration in any of the three systems, but also a
change in the hierarchy of postural control. There is
some debate but it appears that the elderly become more
dependent on visual input in quiet standing (Pyykko et al
1990) and proprioceptive input after a perturbation is
delayed (Stelmach and Worringham 1985, Woolacott et al
1986). The reliance on visual clues further delays the
response to displacement and increases susceptibility to
falls, which more commonly occur during movement (Pyykko
et al 1990).
Postural sway provides an accurate measure of the
integrity of the system (Jansen et al 1990). Higher sway
values have been noted in those presenting with
vestibular, visual and proprioceptive impairment (Bles et
al 1977, Dichgans et al 1976, Hadj-Dijilani 1986, de Jong
1981, McGee 1986). Sway values have also been noted to
increase with ageing, without any obvious disease and
this has been linked to the risk of falling (Sheldon
1963, Overstall et al 1977, Brockelhurst et al 1982,
Lichtenstein et al 1988, Ring et al 1988, Fernie et al
1982). After further investigation those with abnormally
high sway values are also more likely to show
deterioration in temporal measures of gait and functional
balance scores (Imms and Edholm 1981, Lichtenstein et al
1990).
Stroke patients can experience sensory and motor
impairment and changes in their integration. Thus, not
surprisingly, sway values have been found to increase
after stroke (Seliktar et al 1978, Shumway-Cook et al
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1988, Mizrahi et al 1989). In this study the increase was
associated with an increased risk of falls, which has not
been previously investigated. From this background it
would appear that sway values, although limited by the
more static nature of the test, provide an accurate and
sensitive measure of sensory-motor integration and
postural control.
No association was found in this study between sway
values and motor and ADL function, yet Dettman (et al
1987) noted associations with gait variables, such as
walking speed and stride length. At first this appears to
be a contradictory result, but is more likely to be due
to the insensitivities of the functional scales. Both the
scales consisted of gross functions, many of which were
performed in sitting. For example, ADL function was
measured with a 10 point scale and at the first
assessment the majority of patients could only manage
very basic skills, such as eating, transferring from the
bed to the chair and walking a short distance in a ward
setting. The sway values provide more sensitive measures
of dynamic postural control, but ideally a similar
measure made during the gait cycle would give more
information.
The effects of training on sway values after stroke are
not clear. Previous work has shown that specific sway
feedback can reduce sway values (Shumway Cook et al 1988,
Hocherman et al 1984), but the effects of strength
training have not been investigated. In this study,
stroke patients showed an overall improvement in postural
control allied to recovery and in the treatment group
sway values improved significantly between the start and
end of treatment. Yet, examining pre and post treatment
scores at individual treatment sessions it would appear
that sway values were increased after each session.
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A number of factors may be responsible for this and
further investigation would be needed to clarify the
situation. It could be argued that it is the effect of
fatigue, but then it would be expected in both treatment
and control groups, unless the feedback helped the
therapist to push the patient to the threshold of their
abilities
Another explanation is that the treatment group increased
their stance symmetry to a greater degree, which
compromised their postural stability. Abnormal stance
symmetry may be a compensatory change, counteracting the
lack of proprioceptive input from the affected leg.
Again, it is difficult to assess this relationship as a
valid and reliable scale of sensory and proprioceptive
impairment has not been developed. From the gross sensory
assessment made in this study it is possible to say that
this group did exhibit sensory impairment, but the
measure is not sensitive enough to be able to examine
correlations.
6.2 Palls
The majority of patients in this study experienced one or
more falls in the first six months after their stroke.
This has not been previously reported and so it is
impossible to compare this result directly with other
work, but a number of studies of the elderly have
compared the incidence of falls after stroke with other
community (Wild et al 1980, Prudham and Evans 1981) or
hospital populations (Diller and Weinberg 1970) and
discovered a higher rate in both settings.
Relatively few of the falls recorded (in this study)
resulted in fractures, but it is difficult to accurately
assess any associated loss of function as the proportion
of non-fallers is so small. This also hinders comparisons
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of age, sex, pre-admission mobility and recent falls
history, all of which have been found to be significant
in predicting falls in non-stroke elderly fallers
(Wickham et al 1989, Mossey 1985, Prudham and Evans 1981,
Tinetti et al 1988, Tinetti et al 1986). The only other
positive association found in this study was that those
who fell in hospital were more likely to fall at home.
The effect of the stroke may negate these demographic
trends, but it would need a much larger number of
subjects to be able to draw this conclusion. Many of the
falls occurred during simple day-to-day activities, such
as using the toilet and the majority of patients required
help to get up again. It must be a frightening
experience, especially when it happens at home, alone or
with an elderly carer. Loss of confidence is recognised
clinically as a cause of loss of function, but has not
been formally examined.
More work is needed to ascertain the frequency and
consequences of falls after stroke. It could lead to the
development of a rating system for the individual to
attempt to calculate and minimalize the risk of falling.
Research with elderly non-stroke populations have
indicated that sensory impairment, either visual or
proprioceptive increases the risk of falling (Tobis et al
1985, Tobis et al 1990), as does an increase in sway
values (Fernie et al 1982, Overstall et al 1977,
Lichtenstein et al 1988). The lack of valid and reliable
assessments
prevented
population.
of sensory impairment after stroke have
this relationship being examined in this
The results of this study would suggest a
link between the frequncy of falls and increased sway
values, but not functional abilities. This may be because
sway values gives a much more sensitive measure of
sensory-motor integration.
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Other factors that have been found to be important in the
elderly (non-stroke) are age, sex, medication and falls
history. The influence of medication was not examined in
this study, but hypnotics and antidepressants have found
to increase the risk of falling in the elderly (Blake et
al 1988, Tinetti et al 1988). This has not been studied
after stroke, despite the high proportion of depressed
patients (approximately one third, Robinson and Price
1982, Wade et al 1985).
The role of environmental factors is not clear cut,
although work with the elderly has indicated that
unsuitable footwear (Gabell et al 1989, Kinsman 1983) and
irregular ground surfaces (Waller 1978a) do have an
influence, it appears to be the persons perception of the
environmental hazard that leads to accidents. Archea
(1985) defined this as ' architecturally triggered human
error' and it has been demonstrated on stairs (Archea
1985) and escalators (Cohn and Lasley 1985). Visual
impairment can enhance these effects. This highlights
other areas that may have an influence on falls after
stroke, perceptual impairment and visual inattention.
Although an association between perceptual impairment and
falls was not found in this study, the measure of
perceptual impairment was a very crude, three point
scale.
Clinically, more attention could be paid to alleviating
the effects of the seemingly inevitable. Therapists
already practice standing up after a fall with some
patients, but must go further and together with the main
carer (if there is one) plan for a fall; decide how the
patient will attract help, who will help them get up and
identify a member of staff to check mobility and function
afterwards, even if it is not serious enough to warrant
re-admission.
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From this study and from existing work with the elderly
it is possible to derive a check list of factors that
would constitute the basis of a falls risk calculation.
Namely;
Age
Sex
Pre-stroke mobility and falls history
Falls while in hospital
Medication
Visual impairment
Sensory impairment
Environmental factors
Sway level
Perceptual problems
A large prospective survey of consecutive stroke
admissions would be needed to examine this theory.
Although it is impossible to pre-judge the results,
thorough assessment of the risk factors and causes of
falls in the elderly have been shown to reduce disability
and costs (Rubenstein et al 1990). The same may be true
for stroke, and considering the higher falls rate, would
have a larger impact.
6.3 Physiotherapy
As stated in the introduction, much physiotherapy after
stroke is aimed at re-educating abnormal weight-bearing
symmetry. One of the first stages is to re-educate
standing by helping the patient onto their feet. This is
achieved with the help of up to three therapists, the
use of walking aids or occasionally a tilt table (the
patient is strapped on to a table and gradually stood
upright). Once the patient is standing the therapist
facilitates symmetrical weight bearing by encouraging
weight shift on to the affected leg (Lane 1978, Bobath
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1978) , which in turn is thought to be transferred to
functional movement (Daleiden 1990). The underlying
rationale is that early weight bearing speeds functional
recovery and reduces abnormal muscle tone (Ashburn and
Lynch 1988), but this has not been tested.
Bobath (1978) recommends that good standing balance and
stance symmetry must be achieved before gait training
commences. Stockmeyer (1967) in her interpretation of
the Rood approach, suggests that weight shifting activity
improves the base of stability, essential for the
development of mobility. However, although this seems a
logical process, as it would be impossible to take a step
with the unaffected leg if the affected one was not
capable of weight bearing, it is based on a number of
questionable assumptions.
Firstly, that patients stood symmetrically prior to their
stroke, but to date little data was available on normal
values and age and sex trends had not been examined. The
normal variation demonstrated in this study will help to
set realistic goals as older people (especially women)
demonstrate much wider ranges of stance asymmetry,
without obvious functional impairment.
Which leads to the next assumption, that regaining
symmetry automatically improves function. Stance
symmetry improved between 2 and 6 months after the
stroke, as did motor function and ADL performance. This
could be seen to confirm the basic assumption that
standing symmetry brings with it improvements in
function, especially as in this study, asymmetry also had
a significant association with poor function. Yet, this
is not necessarily a causal relationship and just as
likely to be the result of a third factor, the severity
of the lesion. This would also explain the results of
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Hamrin (et al 1982) and Dettmann (et al 1987) who both
identified a positive association between measures of
stance stability, gait and function.
Another is that standing is a simpler task and forms part
of a progression to walking. This is based on
neurodevelopmental theory devised by Bobath (1978).
However, there is increasing evidence that walking and
standing are not part of the same motor pattern. In (as
yet) unpublished work Isaacs and colleagues found no
relationship between stance stability and gait in healthy
elderly people and Winstein (1989) reported no automatic
improvement in gait, after successfully re-training
stance symmetry. It may be that static stance symmetry
and control is not automatically represented in more
skilled movement requiring dynamic interlimb coordination
and that the associations between stance stability, gait
and function discussed above are indeed artifacts of the
pattern of recovery.
The results of Chapter 5 show an association between
improvements in stance stability and function for both
groups, which cannot be interpreted as necessarily an
automatic transfer of motor skills. It may have occurred
because the training includes practice of both standing
balance and functional movements. Yet, the improvement
in the treatment group suggests that augmented feedback
enhances physiotherapy. It has been argued that
combining new techniques into existing treatments is more
representative of the clinical situation. Patients are
not just subjected to one stimulus, they receive a
rehabilitation package from the therapist and new or
existing treatments are best evaluated as part of that
package (see next section). It is difficult to do this
when inappropriate models of the effects of therapy on
neural recovery are still commonly used.
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This raises questions about another underlying assumption
demonstrated in both treatment texts and research; that
the therapist by using certain techniques can, in some
way, enhance physiological recovery (Carr and Shepherd
1980, Jacobson 1969). This was discussed in the
Introduction, to surmise the results of research on the
effects of therapy;
1. More intensive therapy given early produces better
results in the short term. The results of this study
support this, as both treatment and control groups
improved, but once treatment finished improvement
plateaued. Both groups were receiving extra therapy, in
addition to their rehabilitation routine.
2. Functional recovery is possible after six months.
Again the results of the treatment trial support this, as
some of the patients were more than six months post-
stroke and showed improvement.
What is not clear is the method by which these
improvements were attained. If therapy enhances neural
recovery then no improvement would be seen late after
stroke. The lack of evidence supporting any particular
approach to treatment and the results of this study
(functional ability improved , but specific leg and trunk
motor skills did not) suggests that the therapeutic
effects may be different at different times, which would
explain why studies have highlighted the benefits of
early intervention. If, for instance it is only possible
to stimulate different neural pathways for a period of
three to six months , then the effects of training late
after stroke may be compensatory or adaptive. Any
improvement would be due to muscle strengthening,
endurance training and teaching new techniques or
movement strategies.
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This has important implications for rehabilitation, as
much therapy time is spent in trying to reproduce
'normal' movement, often concentrating a large part of
therapy time on non goal-orientated, somewhat passive,
repetitive tasks. If the primary aim is to enable the
patient to be independent in self-care activities,
perhaps the focus of physiotherapy input should shift
from trying to attain the impossible (with the obvious
negative effects on the morale of both the therapist and
patient) to the retraining of functional tasks.
However the timing of intervention may provide a clue to
the effects, perhaps therapy can enhance the use of
existing neural pathways during the first three to six
months but after that it provides adaptive training. If
this is true, then it may be appropriate for the
therapist to choose different approaches depending on the
time post-stroke. Practising purely functional skills
with those more than 6 months post-stroke.
Methodological considerations
6.4 The evaluation of physiotherapy after stroke.
Evaluating the effects of therapy is not straightforward.
The complex character of physiotherapy is further
compounded by the heterogeneous nature of stroke. Another
contributing factor is the inadequacies of the
assessments of severity, pre-existing impairment and
natural recovery. Researchers have used different
approaches to try and overcome these problems.
A number of intervention studies have examined the
effects of therapy late after stroke, once the patient's
performance has reached a plateau (De Weerdt 1989,
Wannstedt 1978). While this is intended to exclude the
influence of natural recovery it does not reflect
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clinical practice, where patients commonly receive
therapy only while they continue to recover. Nor can it
automatically be presumed that the effects of physical
training in this period are directly comparable to this
during the recovery process (as was discussed in the last
section) •
It is difficult to assess any improvement in relation to
the natural recovery process, because the only studies of
the recovery of motor function that have been done in
recent years, have been while the patients were
undergoing rehabilitation (Partridge et al 1987, Gray et
al 1990, Bonita and Beaglehole 1988) • Hopefully,
rehabilitation was having some influence and so the
information can not provide true base-line data.
Therefore, more tightly controlled studies examining one
aspect of therapeutic intervention are becoming
increasingly popular. However, these tend to involve
small numbers of patients and lead to problems of sample
selection.
The heterogeneous nature of the disease, the variability
of recovery and the multitude of possible impairments
hinders the recruitment of comparable patients. The task
becomes more difficult when less common problems are to
be studied. Often papers report the results of trials on
highly selected samples and there is scant detail of the
sample (Meadows et al 1985, Cozean et al 1988) and the
intervention ( Wannstedt and Herman 1978). Trials of
therapy late after stroke do not counteract these
problems as 3-7% of patients continue to recover after
six months (Wade et al 1985) and such trials may
unintentionally recruit a higher proportion of these
individuals (Burnside et al 1982), thus undermining the
original assumption.
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The lack of suitable assessments of some variables such
as spasticity, muscle tone and sensory function prevents
comparison of these factors. Most measures of motor and
ADL function are very simple scales, judging the patient
as independent or dependent. Although valid and reliable
they often involve large differences between items, for
instance, in the Nottingham 10 point ADL; patients score
3 if they are able to wash their face and 4 if they can
transfer from bed to chair independently. There are
clinical milestones, such as being able to move to the
edge of the bed, in between these scores. The
insensitivity of these assessments, coupled with the use
of different assessments by different researchers means
that it is difficult to compare the results of existing
work.
Other researchers have tried to avoid these difficulties
by the use of single-case designs, with the subject
acting as their own control (Hersen and Barlow 1976).
This approach is becoming increasingly popular but has
obvious limitations. The results cannot be automatically
generalised to the stroke population and are therefore
not as cost-effective.
It is surprising that the most commonly used approach to
the treatment of stroke patients, the Bobath concept, has
survived thirty years without being evaluated. The basic
assumptions upon which it is based have only recently
started to be questioned (Carr et al 1987, Bohannon
1990). There appear to be a number of reasons why this
has not happened.
The difficulties in conducting trials of physiotherapy!
no physiotherapy were discussed in the introduction.
Briefly the main problems were, other staff took on the
role and ethical issues arose because of the risks of bed
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rest. Yet, it could be argued that it is unethical to
submit patients to treatments that have not been
evaluated, especially when it involves such costly and
intensive treatment.
This lack of quantitative assessment, either with
instrumentation or standardised scales appears to be
limiting the development of physiotherapy for stroke. It
is very difficult to assess the effectiveness of a
service when there is no formal record of the physical
abilities at the start of treatment,
treatment and the outcome. Therapists
the change with
are not taught
basic research skills and information is disseminated by
word of mouth, mainly at postgraduate courses. The Bobath
concept has been redefined and developed beyond the
original text, yet these developments are not written
down and not questioned. To progress physiotherapists
must start to monitor their treatment and evaluate its
effects.
Many therapists are now aware
methodology of trials is being
Hurley 1990). The scientific model
of this, but
debated (Parry
the
1990,
of double-blind
randomised controlled trials is not appropriate as it is
impossible for the therapist to remain blind, when
providing 'hands on' treatment. Another problem is the
multi-factorial nature of the intervention. Not only does
the therapist provide physical training, but his/her
interaction involves many variables, such as education,
motivation, prevention of contractures, moral support and
counselling for the patient and family. The relative
importance of these factors are not known and probably
varies between patients.
Some therapists argue that it is not representative of
the clinical situation to break down this interaction and
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isolate treatments. This has led to the idea of
evaluating treatment packages (Edwards et al 1990), as
in this trial, where one aspect of treatment is changed
but in the over-all context of routine physiotherapy
intervention. This technique is still limited, as the
therapist is fully aware of the treatment to be given,
therefore influencing the outcome. There is no obvious
answer to this, if different therapists are used it could
be argued that their clinical skills, including their
ability to form a relationship with the patient, are not
comparable.
Another problem is the lack of agreement as to a
successful outcome. Although it would appear that
functional independence is the ultimate goal, therapists
differ as to the constituents of this. The Bobath
approach aims for the inhibition of spasticity,
normalisation of muscle tone, facilitation of normal
movement and improved quality of movement. All of which
are rife with assumptions, but share one common factor,
they are extremely difficult to measure. During a
treatment session clinical observation suggests that
spasticity can indeed be reduced, yet this has not been
measured and more importantly the affects on spasticity
while performing a functional skill have not been
assessed.
The long term effects of treatment need to be assessed,
such as the effects on spasticity. If the Bobath approach
is effective in reducing spasticity, then large
differences would be expected between patients admitted
to specialist intensive rehabilitation centres (where all
the staff are trained in this approach) compared with
those treated on general medical wards, or in the
community.
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If physiotherapy is to be evaluated on a wider scale
there first needs to be agreement as to the mode of
action of the treatment. The behavioural model is at
least based on current knowledge of physiological
recovery and research work on the theory of motor
learning. Using this model of intervention, based on
movement science (Carr et al 1987) it would be
appropriate to assess it in terms of functional
independence. Physiotherapy trials to evaluate the
approaches to treatment must include some uniform base
line data, such as;
1. Details of the subjects; demographic information,
details of the stroke, side of stroke, time post stroke,
etc. Standardised assessment of motor and ADLfunction.
2. Details of therapy; Amount, timing, goals of treatment
for patient and therapist.
3. Outcome measures; Independent assessment of variables
(including motor and ADLfunction) and long term (1-2
years) follow-up.
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6.5 Conclusions
The conclusions of the study are given in relation to the
aims of the three different sections of the study, as
stated in Chapter 1.
Stage 1
Normative stance symmetry and sway data is provided for
the use of the Nottingham Balance Platform. Sex and age
trends for sway values, previously described were
confirmed and sex and age trends for stance symmetry were
found.
Stage 2
1. Both stance symmetry and sway values increased
significantly after stroke. Sex and age differences
present in the normal population were no longer evident.
2. Both variables improve with recovery. Abnormal stance
symmetry correlated with the length of admission, as
well as poor motor and ADL function. Sway values did not.
3. Falls were a common occurrence after stroke and
correlated with sway scores, but not age, stance
symmetry, length of admission, ADL or motor function.
4. No differences were apparent between sexes and the
only side of stroke difference demonstrated was in the
choice of weight-bearing leg, the pattern and magnitude
was similar (both groups preferred their unaffected leg).
Stage 3
The treatment group demonstrated significant improvements
when compared with the controls in stance symmetry and
functional activities and showed a tendency for lower
sway values at the end of the treatment period. Although,
this improvement had disappeared by the final assessment.
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These results support the further use of feedback
techniques to improve standing posture after stroke.
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